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Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

1.1 About Section 1

Section 1 of the Transpector Manual provides you with the necessary information to verify that
your system is complete, connecled correclly, and will perform basic operations.

CAUTION: DO N?T attenpt to instat! he Tnnspector witlput reading fris section. FAILURE TO
FOLLOW THESE INSTAL1./.TION INSTRUCTIONS MAY FESUTI IN DAMAGE NOT COVERED BY
WARRANW.

a. lf you haven't removed the Transpector from its shipping @ntainers, do so now.

b. Carefully examine the unit for damage that may have occurred during shipping. This is
especially important if you notice obvious rough handling on the outside of the cartons.
IMMEDIATELY REPORT ANY DAMAGE TO THE CARRIER AND TO INFICON.

c. Keep lhe packing materials until you have taken inventory and completed the check
procedures.

d. Now that the unit is unpacked and inspecled, you are ready to take inventory.

Make sure that you have received all of the parts that belong to your system.

Part Number Description

Transpector Electronics Unlt (one of the following):

Compact 100 AMU FC and EM/FC (C100F, C1OOM)
High Perforrnance 100 AMU FC and Eir/FC (H1OOF, HlOOM)
High Performance 200 AMU FC and Ei/VFC (H200F, H2OOM)
High Performance 300 AMU FC and EMFC (H300F, H3OOM)

1.2 lnventory

911-202-G1
91 1-210-G1
911-212-G1
911-214-G1

Sensor (one of the following):

912-350-G1
912-350-G2
912-402-G2
912-403-G2
912-402-G1
912-403-G1
912-412-G1
912-411-G1

Compact 100 AMU FC (C100D
Compact 100 AMU EM/FC (C100M)
High Performance 100 AMU FC (Hl00D
High Performance 100 AMU EftryFC (H100M)
High Performance 200 AMU FC (H200R
High Performance 200 AMU EM/FC (H200M)
High Performance 300 AMU FC (H300R
High Perforrnance 300 AMU EMFC (H300M)

Transpector Gas Analysis System



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

Part Number Description

Extenslon Kit

9oo-041'G3 1oo,2oo,3oo EM High Performance sensor Extension Kit900-041-G1 100,200,300 Fc High Performance sensor Extension Kit9OO-041-G4 100 EITVFC Compact Sensor Extension Kit (CIOO F/M)

Software (one of the following)

911-005-G1 MasterQuad Software (Single sensor software)
911-008-G1 SQX (Single sensor software)
911-006-G1 MQXSoftware(Multiplexingsoftware)

Ship Klt

91 1-203-G1 Ship Kit - includes:
051-032 "D" Connector
051-1082 Cable Clamp for'D'connector
062-058 Fuse 2A 250V
O74-2O1 Manual

Power Supply (optional)

91 1-039-Gl Power supply Kit - 90-260 vAc 4 ft. standard cable - 12oV
911-039-G2 Power supply Kit - 90-260 vAc 4 ft. standard cabte - 230V
600-1008-P15 Power Supply Cable - 1S tt. (optional)
600-1008-P30 Power Supply Cable - g0 tt. (optionat)

For Single Ssnsor Operation: (one of the following)

600-1001-P15 RS232 Cable - 15 ft.
600-1001-P30 RS232 Cable - g0 tt.

For Multiple Sensor Operation: (one of the following)

91 1-040-G15 RS4BS Cabte Kir - 15 fr.
911-040-G30 RS485 Cabte Kir - 30 ft.

lncluded in above part numbers:
600-10C3-P1 'Y' Cable

Computer Communications Module (optional)

911-045-G1 RS4BS Communication Kit
lncludes:

911-041-P1 Terminator Plug
91 1-042-P1 RS485 Card

t-z Transpector Gas Analysis System



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

1.3 Setup And lnstallation (Hardware)

1.3,1 Sensor lnstallation
GENERAL NOTES

. Do nol touch any surface on the vacuum side of the sensor with the fingers. lf it is necessary
to touch any of these parts, always wear clean linen or nylon laboratory gloves.

. Before installing the device on your system, check for any signs of loose or broken parts.

. Do not attempt to clean the sensor in any kind of solvent. Cleaning of the sensor requires
disassembly. lf you feel that the sensor is contaminated and needs cleaning, contact the
Leybold lnficon Service Department for specific instructions.

1.3.1.1 ConFlatoFlanges
The sensor is installed on your vacuum system with a 2Tt" O .D . ConFlat f lange. Con Flat f langes,
and similar compatible types made by other manufacturers, are widely used for attaching devices
to ports on high vacuum systems. lf you are familiar with the installation of this type of flange go
on to the section on 'Attaching the Sensor to the Vacuum Chamber.' lf your system does not have
a port with a compatible mating flange, an adapter will be necessary.

ln order to install these flanges without leaks, it is important to follow the proper operating
procedures. These flanges are sealed with a metal gasket and can be heated for bakeout to
temperatures of 4000C or more without incurring leaks in the seal. For bakeout temperatures when
a sensor is installed, refer to Section 1 .2.1.3.

Transpeclor Gas Analysis System 1-3



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

1.3.1.2 Assembling ConFlat Flanges

To assemble a pair of ConFlat flanges, follow these steps:

1. Wipe the sealing areas of the flanges with a laboratory towel using a clean solvent, such as
water free alcohol. These areas must be clean and free of particulate matter. Also clean the
copper gasket between the llanges in the same manner.

NOTE: DO NOT TOUCH the gasket and flange faces with your fingers during the installation
process.

2. lnstall the copper gasket between'the two flanges (Figure 1.1'). ALWAyS USE A NEW
GASKET. Do not attempt to use gaskets more than once.

<- Fkrnge

r------t Copper Gosket

<- Flor1gre

Flgure 1.1 Gasket and Flange Assembly

Bring the two flanges together making sure that the gasket fits in the recess in both flanges.
Flange faces should be parallel. lf the gasket is properly seated it should not be possible to
slide the two llanges laterally with respect lo each other.

lnstall stainless steel bolts in the bolt holes of lhe flanges and finger tighten only. lf the f langes
are lo be baked, prelubricate the bolt threads with an anti-seize compound (FelPro@ C 100
or equivalent).

3.

4.

1-4 Transpector Gas Analysis System



Section 1: Setup & instaliatlon

5.

CAUTION: Be carelulnotto getany otthe anti-seize compound on the gaskets otthevacuum patts

of the flange.

After the bolts have been f inger tightened and the f lange faces are parallel, tighten the bolts
gradually and evenly in a criss-cross pattem untilthe flange faces are broughl into contact all
lhe way around.

TranspectorlSensor Connector Diagram

,
,
I

ie
I
t

1

i.!g=- lz'-----
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Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

1.3.1.3 Attaching the Sensor to the Vacuum Chamber

The sensor may be mounted in any position for convenience when attaching it to the vacuum
vessel or chamber within which the measurements are to be made. However, you should avoid
any magnetic fields greater than 2 gauss. lt is important that the connection between the sensor
and the vacuum chamber does not interfere with gas exchange to ensure thal the gas composition
accurately reflects that existing in the vacuum chamber. lf materials are evaporated or coatings
are deposited in the vacuum chamber, you must protect the sensor against the deposition of these
materials on its surfaces by installing a baffle or deflector. ln systems which are baked, include
the sensor in the bakeout zone or provide it with separate heaters. Dimensions of the quadrupole
sensors are shown in Figure 1.2 to assist in the planning of the installation.

13.35 (339.)

0,50 (12. +-.10.50 (266.)__--.-_------>

L36 (34.5)a

Hl00M, H200M, H300M
L60 (40.6)

(34,5P

H3OOF

oq'
s
S,
ro\rJ)\(\l

v

0,50 (12.7)

'A

Os5s L36

\\
c\l

Ht00F. H200F,
1.60 (40,6)-->

ct00F, ct00M<-2.m (50.7)

1-6

Figure 1.2 Sensor Dimensione
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Section 1: SetuD & lnstallation

Design ol the sensor may not allow installation into a standard 2Tt' ConFlatport with a 1.S. tube
diameter. An optional extension lube wilh 1.62'lube diameter is provided if it is needed to attach
the sensor to your vacuum chamber. The part number for an Electron Muhiplier (HlOgM or
H200M) 9.75' tube is 900-041-G3; the part number for a Faraday Cup (HlOOF or H2OOF) 6.25.
tube is 900-041-Gl and 904-041-G4 for a compact Hl00C tube.

VACUUM PORII
OR

D(!E[.{SON ruBE

SEi.ISOR FTANGE

TRANSPECTOR

*l <- 0.S tv|A)(

NOTB lHE EOITS I.ßED FOR MOUMINE THE SEI.ISOR TO THE
VACUUM SYSTEM MIJST BE ORIEMED wrIH THE II{READS
AWAY FROM IHE TRAIISPECTOR. OIHEA^4SE IHERE tvtAY BE
AN IT.fIERF€RENCE BEMEEN THE IRANPECTOR MOUNNNG
NW AND 8OLTS,

Flgurr 13 Sentor end Tnnrpcctor llounting (git@ A)

CAUTION: Maxinam bakeout tenryntue for sensors is:

Sensor

c100F
cl00M
H100F, H200F, H300F
H100M, H200M, H300M

Opcrating Trmp.

100c
100c
2soc
100c

Not Opcrating -
Elec.tronics Rcmoved

200c
20üc
350C
40ec

When baking out the system, the Transpector Unil and the signalcontact pin on the sensor must
be removed prior to bakeout at jacket temp€ratures greaterihan 25@C ifC;. See Figure 1.3.

CAUTION: Do not tum m nwttiplbr tigh vdhge et sensü terpntures aborc IAOC. Otlptuise
permarcnt damage to üe nwttiplier antU result.

Transpactor Gas Analysis System 1-7



1.3.2 Transpector lnstallation

NOTE: The Transpector module was calibrated at the factory to a specific sensor. If mounted to a

ditferent sensor of the same type, the Transpector may have to be recalibrated. (Refer to Section 6 for

MasterQuad calibration and Section 7 for M0X and SQX calibration.)

The Transpector module should be mounted in an area where the ambient temperature does not
exceed 122F (50"C), and where there is f ree air circulation around the unit. Best performance will
be achieved if the unit is not located close to major heat sources where it is subjected to wide
temperature variations.

CAUTI0N: The sensor output contact for the Transpector unit is a gold plated spring. lf lhe sensor

that the Transpector module is being installed on does not have this fype of contact, the old connector
must be removed and the new sping conlact added: IPN 912-401.

PLACE CENTER CONTACT
IN TOOL SO THAT GROOVE
]S COVERED BY COLLET
oF TOOr.

CENTER CONTACT
912-d0t-G1 INSERT CONTACT INTO FEEDTHROUGH

UNTIT TOOI BOTTOMS ON TUBE.
PRESS PLUNGER TO REMOVE IOOL,

Figure 1.4 Seneor Gontact (912.101C)

1-8 Transpector Gas Analysis System



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

After the sensor has been installed on the vacuum system, the Transpector module may be
mounted on to the sensor. To install the Transpector on the sensor follow these steps:

1. Look at the contact in the center of the sensor; verify that it is a gold spring (lPN 912-4A11.
(See Figure 1.4)

2. The Transpector sensor mounting connector assembly has an O-ring in it. When the mounting
nut is tightened the O-ring compresses making a tight fit on the sensor housing. Before
attempting to mount the sensor, make sure mounting nut on Transpector is loose so the O-
ring is not compressed.

3. Note alignment pin on the sensor feed-through and mating notch in the Transpector mounting
connector. Carefully align the pin and notch and slide the Transpector onto the sensor. Make
sure the Transpector module slides on all the way.

4. Hand tighten the mounting nut on the Transpector unit.

5. Tightly fasten the 6" ground strap from the Transpector unit to the sensor ConFlat flange
mounting bolt.

WARNING!!

THE 6" GROUND STRAP IS A PROTECTIVE CONDUCTOR SAFEW
GROUND. IT MUST BE CONNECTED PRIOR TO ANY USE OF THE
INSTRUMENT.

6. lnstall communication cables for the Transpector

Communication cables are required to connect the Transpector to the computer which will
operate it. There are two communication systems; the correct option must be chosen for our
installation.

See Figure 1.5 for a diagram of communications connections.

Transpector Gas Analysis System 1-9



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

RS232 Communications: (Default for lhe MasterQuad and SQX)

. SWITCH 8 must be ON

. SWITCH 6 and 7 must be set lo select the proper baud rate as selected in the
application software.

sw6

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

SW7 Baud

oFF 9600

oFF 4800

oN 24@

oN 1200

NOTE: lf running SQX software with RS232 the baud rate is fixed at 9600, therefore SW6 and SW7

must be OFF.

Connect the other end of the communications interface cable, to the proper serial channel on
the host compuler, e.9., COM1 or COM2.

NOTE: The application sottware is configurable lorwhich COM channel is used forcommunication
to the Transpector unit. Make sure the interlace cable is connected to the COM port that is selected in
the application program. (Referto appropriate sections fordetails: Section 6 - MasteOuad, and Section
7 for SQX and MQX.)

ll using SQX software, detault pararneters are

communication type = RS232

communication porl = COM1

mouse port = C0M2

1-10 Transpector Gas Analysis System



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

RS485 Communications: (Required for MQX and optionallor MasterQuad and SQX)

. RS485 baud rate is fixed al 57600.

. SWITCH 8 must be OFF

. SWITCHES 1-5 must be set for a unique address as shown below.

NOTE: For MasterQuad and SQX address must be set to:

1 (SW 1.4 oFF, SW 5 0N)

For MQX each Transpector unit on the network must have a unique address between 1-8,

swl sw2 sw3 sw4 sws ADDRESS

OFF OFF OFF OFF ON 1

OFF OFF OFF ON OFF 2

OFF OFF OFF ON ON 3

OFF OFF ON OFF OFF 4

OFF OFF ON OFF ON 5

OFF OFF ON ON OFF 6

OFF OFF ON ON ON 7

OFF ON OFF OFF OFF 8

Connect the RS485 center connector on the RS485'Y'cable (lPN 600-1003-P1) to the
RS485 connector on the back of the Transpector. Connect the female end of the RS485
interface cable (lPN 600-1002-P#) to the male end of lhe "Y'cable. lf this is a single
Transpector installalion, plug the Terminator Plug (lPN 911-041-P1) onto the remaining
female end of the 'Y" cable. lf this is a multiple Transpector installation, connect the RS485
interface cable from the next Transpector. (See Figure 1.5).

Each Transpector unit on the RS485 link must have an RS485 'Y" cable terminated with the
TERMINATOR PLUG (lPN 91 1-041-P1), or connected to another sensor.

lf the RS485 inlerface is to be used, the HOST computer must have the RS485 option card
(lPN 91 1-042) installed. Refer to your computer manual for option board installation.

NOTE: The RS485 option card configuration switches were set at the factory as shown in Section

2, Figure 2.2.

Connecl lhe main RS485 cable to the host computer. Be sure to use port 1 (the upper
connector).

Transpector Gas Analysis System 1-11



Section 1: Setup & lnstallation

7. Connect the +24v power supply cable to the POWER connector on the Transpector unit,

8. Plug the AC line cord into the mating lEC320 connector on the power supply module IPN
911-038.

NOTE: AC LINE INPUT lor +24V POWER SUPPLY

90 - 260 VAC 40 watts max

47-67HZ

L Plug lhe AC line cord into an appropriate AC outlet.

10. Verify that the green LED labeled CPU on the Transpector back panel is on. lf the LED is not
on, check the power connections. lf the LED flashes see Section 8: Troubleshooting to
determine the problem.

Now turn to the appropriate section (Section 6 for MasterQuad or Section 7 for MQX and SQX)
to run or install the specific application software. lf there are any communication problems, check
the following:

. COM port thal Transpector is installed on is the same as the COM port selected in the
applicalion software conf iguration.

. Transpector baud is the same as lhe application sottware configuration.

. lf running RS232, Transpector SWITCH 8 is on.

. lf running RS485, Transpector SWITCH 8 is off , and a valid, unique sensor number has been
assigned (sensor #1 for SQX and sensor #1-8 for MOX).

1 -12 Transpector Gas Analysis Systern
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Section 2; lnput-Outpul Features

2.1 About Section 2
This section describesthe Transpector's output and input features. lt also definesthe Transpector
configuration switches, as well as the optional RS485 card for the host computer.

2,2 RS232 Link
This interface conneclor allows the user to interlace lhe Transpector to a host computer via
RS232. The connector pinout is shown in Figure 2.1 . The RS232 link is f ull duplex, meets a subset
of EIA-232-D standards, and supporls 4 bauds (1200, 2400, 4800, 9600). The baud is selected
by configuration switch 6 and 7 as specified in Figure 2.1. The frame size is 10 bits, consisting
of 1 stafi, I data and 1 stop bits.

There are two modes of RS232 communication: an ASCII Diagnostic Mode and a Primary Mode.
The mode of operation is selected by configuration switch 8.

2.2.1 Diagnostic Link (SW8 - OFF)

When switch 8 is OFF, the RS232 port communicates in an ASCII mode. lf an ASCII "?" is sent
to the Transpector a screen-full of status and diagnostic information is sent across the RS232
serial link. (See Section 8 for more detail). Any terminal program such as PROCOMM@ can be
used to obtain this information. This mode runs simultaneously with the RS485 link.

2.2.2 Primary Link (SW8 - ON)

lf switch 8 is ON , the Transpector runs in a binary mode, using lhe RS232 serial link as the primary
source of communication. All three of Leybold lnficon's DOS application programs or a user
written program using the Transpector command protocols communicate in lhis mode.

Transpector Gas Analysis System 2-1
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2.3 RS485 Link (SW8 - OFF)
When switch 8 if OFF, the Transpector operates using the RS485 port for the primary source of
communication. Data is exchanged with the host computer in binary format. The host computer
must be operating with the proper lnficon software (or user written software) to use this
communication mode.

The RS485 link implements a ninth bit protocolallowing a single computerto operate up to thirty-
one Transpector modules. This link is full duplex, meets EIA-485 standards, and operates at
57600 baud. The frame size is 11 bits, with 1 start, 8 data, 1 address/data flag and 1 stop bit.

The host computer must be equipped with a 485 serial interface card (lPN 91 1 -042) or equivalent.
This card is conf igured at the factory for Channel 1 to communicate via l/O address 280 HEX and
interrupt line lRQS. Channel 2 is disabled. See Figure 2.2 showing proper switch settings.
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To select this mode configuration switch 8 must be in the OFF position. The Transpector module
MUST have a unique address between 1 and 31 selected by configuration switches 1 - 5. Refer
to Figure 2.1 lor address selection.

N0TE: ADDRESS 0 is reserved. Address 0 is used as a GLOBAL address by the application

program.

NOTE: lt operating the Transpector unit with MQX software, the Transpector unit must have a

unique address between 1 and 8.
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2.4 Auxiliary l/0

The Transpector module supports the following l/O functions through the AUX l/O connector on

the back panel.

2.4.1 2 Digital lnputs
The emission can remotely be controlled with these inputs. The Emission ON requires a HIGH to

LOW transition, while the Emission OFF is level sensitive, causing the emission to TURN OFF

or remain OFFwhen everthis line is LOW. These inputs are pulled high internaltotheTranspector
module, allowing a simple contact closure or TTL input to activate them. A contact closure is

preferred to maintain ground isolation.

Emission ON PIN 11 high to low transition
Emission OFF PIN 10 levelACT|VE LOW
GND PIN 9

2.4.2 1 Status Relay Output
This relay is active (closed) when the emission is on.

EMISSION ON - Relay closed PIN 1 and PIN 2 connected
EMISSION OFF - Relay open
CONTACT RATING: 24Y at.5 amp

These relays work in conjunction with the TABLE mode UPPER and LOWER limits in MQVSQX
application sottware, See Section 7 for detailed programming instructions. lf the TABLE channel
data is within limits (between lower and upper limits) the relay is open; otherwise it is closed.

SPT1 PIN 3 and PIN 4 connected
SPT2 PIN 5 and PIN 6 connected
SPT3 PIN 7 and PIN 8 connected

CONTACT RATING 24V at.5 amp

2.4.3 3 Setpoint Relay

z-0 Transpector Gas Analysis System
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2.4.4 2 Analog lnputs
These inputs are difierential and can handle inputs between 0 to +10 volts and common mode
voltages of 100 volts.

2.4.5 Power Supply
20-30 Volts DC, 24 watts

Pins 1,2,3 +24 volt return
6. 7. 8 +24 volts

NOTE: input is isolated kom ground

intemallyfused@2amps

(+)
(-)

(*)
(-)

PIN 14
PIN 15

PIN 12
PIN 13

ANALOG
ANALOG

ANALOG
ANALOG

INPUT 1

INPUT 1

INPUT 2
INPUT 2

NOTE: This inlormation is supplied for reference only. Analog inputs are not supported by MQX,

SQX or Maste0uad software.

a)

b)
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Section 3: How the Transpector Works

3.1 About Section 3
This section tells how the Transpector produces its measurements.

For a discussion of how to interpret those measurements, see Section 4, "lnterpreting the Mass
Spectra."

For further information on partial pressure analyzers, see Partial Pressure Analyzers and
Analysis, M. J. Drinkwine and D. Lichtman, American Vacuum Society Monograph Series, or
A lJser's Guide to Vacuum Technology, J. F. O'Hanlon, John Wiley and Sons (1989). The latter
book also contains a wealth of information on related topics including gas flow, pressure gauges,
pumps, materials, and the design of vacuum systems.
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Section 3: How the Transpector Works

3.2 Overview
The Transpector, a quadrupole partial pressure analyzer, measures the partial pressures of
gases in a mixture. Controlled by an external computer, the inslrumenl consists of a sensor thal
functions only in a high-vacuum environment (pressures below 1.0E-2 Pascals or approximately
1.0E-4 torr) and the eleclronics that operate the sensor.

The Transpector is an important aid in the eff icient use of a high-vacuum system, detecting leaks
and contaminants. lt can indicate the parlial pressures of gases characteristic of processes
occurring within a vacuum or other vessel, and therefore can be used to investigate the nature
of a process or to monitor process conditions. You may develop many other uses.

By attaching lhe sensorto a small vacuum system with a suitable controlled leak or other gas-inlet
device, the Transpector can measure gases or volatile materials at pressures higher than those
at which the sensor itself can operate. lt can then be used as a medical instrument, an air pollution
monitor, a chemical process monitor, or a leak detector.

The Transpector sensor analyzes gases by ionizing some of the gas mo-lecules, separating the
ions by mass and measuring the quantity ol ions at each mass. The masses, unique for each
substance, allow you to identify the gas molecules from which the ions were created. The
magnitudes of lhese signals are used to determine the partial pressures (amounts) of the
respective gases.

The sensor consists of three main parts: lhe ion source (ionizer), the quadrupole mass filter, and
the ion detector. All of these parts are mounted on an electricalfeedthrough f lange, which is bolted
to the vacuum space where the gas analysis measurements are made.

[:,-Jl

['],.l1

-,-
toN

SOUrcE

\-----

DEIECTORMASS FILIER

Flgure 3,1 The Tnnepclor *neor

The sensor analyzes gases by ionizing some ol the gas molecules (in
the ion source), separating the ions by mass (in tha mass filter), then
measuring the quantity of ions at each mass (in tha detector).
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Section 3: How the Transpector Works

3.3 The lon Source
The Transpector sensor's ion source, optimized fordetecting residual gases in a vacuum system,
has a fairly open construction that lacilitates the flow of gas molecules into the ionizing region.

lnside the ion source, a heated filament emits electrons, which bombard the incoming gas
molecules, giving them an electricalcharge. (While this charge may be either positive or negative,
the Transpector detecls only positive ions. Except for certain specialized applications, negative
ion capability does not add sutficient utility to justity the considerable added complexity and cost.)
Once a molecule is charged, or ionized, electric fields can be used to manipulate it.

EIICTRON RIPEI.IIR

HlAli/EM (CAIHooB

A}IOD€ OVTH CAGE)

FOCL6 LIN
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il

loN
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Flgure 32 Tlle Sensor's lon Source

Once heated, the tilament inside the ion source emits electrons, which
bombard tha incoming gas molecules, givingthem an electrical charge.
These charged molecules, or ions, then move through the instrument
in responsa to varying electrical fields.

The sensor works only in a high-vacuum environment because the ions, once created, must not
collide with other gas molecules as they move through the sensor; othenvise, they might not be
detected.
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The curved filamenl is usually an iridium wire with a thorium-oxide coating. This type is often
chosen because it can be turned on in air without undergoing almost instantaneous destruction.

NOTE: When certain chemicals are present, like fluorine- or chlorine-containing species, or when
thonum-oxide might introduce undesirable artilacts into the analysis, the optional tungsten or rhenium
filaments are preterable. Both options, however, have their own drawbacks. For example, they can be
destroyed if operated at too high a pressure, because they react with oxygen at the filament operating
temperature.

The filament emits lhe electrons used to ionize the gas molecules. The term "emission current"
refers to this stream of electrons. The filament is heated with a dc current from the emission
regulator circuit, with the resulting temperature of the filament used as the means of controlling
the emission current.

Centered inside the curved filament is the ion cage, which is mounted to the anode. The cage has
an open mesh structure to facilitate the flow of gas molecules into the ionizing region. The
potential (voltage) on the anode is positive with respect to theelectron repeller (also an open mesh
structure); the potential on the filament lies somewhere between these other two eleclrodes. The
potential difference between the filament and the anode determines the kinetic energy (usually
called the electron energy) of the emitted electrons. The electron energy in turn determines how
gas molecules will ionize when struck by the electrons.

The ions formed within the cage on the anode are pulled away bythe potentialon the focus lens
and formed into a beam. (The focus lens is sometimes called an extractor, since il extracts the
ions from the region in which they are created.) The focus lens also serves to focus the ion beam
into the hole in the source exit lens. To atlract positive ions, the focus lens is biased negatively
with respecl to the anode.

The potentialon the source exit lens is negative with respect to the anode, and (for the particular
design illustrated here) the focus lens as well. Part of the ion beam passes through the hole in the
exit lens and is injected into the rnass filter. The remaining portion of the beam strikes the exit lens
and is neutralized, resulting in a current flow. The magnitude ol this current is related to the
pressure in the ion source, and can therefore be used as a measure of lhe total pressure. When
this current exceeds a preset level, the voltages operating the sensor are turned otf , thus helping
to protect the sensor from damage due to an overpressure condition.

NOTE: This protection leature works only after tlre lilament has been operatirg for a short period

of tine. Therefore, a tungsten or rhenium filament may not be protected f rom excessive pressure if the
sensor is tumed on too early in a pump-down cycle.
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3,4 The Quadrupole Mass Filter
The ions produced in lhe ion source are injected into the mass filler, which rejects all ions except
those of a specific mass-to-charge ratio. Most ions contain only one unit of charge. (Multiply
charged ionsare discussed in Section 4.) ln theTranspectorfamily, the massfilter is a quadrupole
type, to which is applied a combination of RF and dc potentials. The RF frequency and amplitude
determine the mass, and the RF/dc ratio delermines the filter selectivity.

Flgure 3.3 The Sensor's Qwdrupole Hass Fllter

The mass filtels four fods (hence the term "quadrupole") are alter-
nately charged to direct ions of specific masses down through the
center, dellecting all larger and smaller masses (hance the term "mass
filtef).

The mass filter consists of four parallel rods, or poles, in a square array. The rods, and the
insulators in which they are mounted, form an extremely precise mechanical assembly. The
distance between the center of the square array and the closest rod surface is known as the
quadrupole radius, with the symbol ro. ldeally, the rod should have a hyperbolic shape (towards
the center of the assembly) ratherthan round. lf lhe ratio of the round rod radius to ro is made equal
to 1 .148, the resulting electric field is a reasonably good approxirnation of the desired hyperbolic
shape.

Opposite rods are electrically connected together. The ions are directed into the space between
the poles, in a direction nominally parallel to the length of the rods. There the ions are separated
according to their mass-lo-charge ratios by the lateralforces resulling f rom the potentials applied
to the poles.
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The applied potentials consist of an RF component and a dc component. The RF potential on one
set of rods is out of phase by 180" with respect to the RF potentialon the other set of rods, but
of the same amplitude. For one pair of rods, the "X" pair, the dc potential is positive. For the other,
the "Y" pair, the dc potential is of the same magnitude but negative. The dc and RF potentials are
referenced to a "center voltage" (sometimes called the "pole zero"). The following equations
summarize the potentials applied to the rods:

X=Vcos(2lItt) +U+PZ

Y=Vcos(2lItt+il) -U+PZ

where V is the RF amplitude, f is the RF frequency, t is time, U is the dc potential, and PZ is the
pole zero.

The RF component removes the low-mass ions f rom the beam. lons of sutf iciently low mass have
their motions remain in phase with that of the applied RF. These ions will gain energy from the
field and oscillate with increasingly large amplitudes. Eventually, as they travel along the length
of the rods, they will strike one of the rods and be neutralized. On the other hand, high-mass ions
are focused by the RF component to an area close to the quadrupole's long axis, the "2" axis.

The dc component is superimposed on the RF to remove high-mass ions from the beam. The dc
field deflects the high-mass ions toward the negative poles, opposing the focusing effects of the
RF field. Eventually, these high-mass ions strike the negative rods and are neutralized. By a
suitable choice of dc-to-RF ratio, the mass filter can be made to discriminate against both high
and low-mass ions to the desired degree.

The kinetic energy directed along the Z axis of the mass filter (usually called the ion energy) is
primarily dependent on the difference between the potential at which the ions were formed
(approximately the anode voltage), and the pole zero. The ion energy is usually only slightly
modified by the electric field (the "fringing" field) between the source exit aperture and the
quadrupole. lmbalances in the amplitude of the two phases of RF applied to the rod pairs, and of
the dc voltages also applied, result in a further modification of the ion energy.

The mass of the ions passed by the filter is determined by the RF amplitude, the RF frequency,
and the quadrupole radius, as shown by the following equation:

V = 14.438 M f2 ro2

where V is the peak-to-peak RF amplitude in Volts, M the mass of the ion in atomic mass units
(AMU) per electron charge, f the RF frequency in megaHertz, and ro the quadrupole radius in

centimeters.

For example, a 200 AMU singly charged ion would pass through a quadrupole with nominal 1/4"
diameter rods (an r"ot 0.277 cm), operating at 1.78 MHz, at a peak-to-peak RF amplitude of
approximately 700 Volts.
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The mass of ions transmitted (M) is directly proportional to the RF amplitude (provided f is
constant). As the RF amplitude is increased, progressively higher mass ions will be made to
oscillate in phase with the RF field and thus gain sufficient energy to strike the poles. Of course,
the dc voltage musl also be increased to maintain the high-mass rejection properlies of the filler.
A mass spectrum can therefore be oblained by sweeping the RF amplitude, along with the dc
voltage.

The nexl subsection, 'Scanning Characteristics," discusses the variation in the efficiency of
transmission of ions through the lilter with mass. Following that, the subsection "Zero Blast"
discusses the behavior of the filter at very low masses where the applied voltages approach zero.
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3.4.1 Scanning Characteristics
As described above, the quadrupole acts as a mass f ilter for a mixed beam of ions, rejecting those
of bolh high and low mass, while passing those of an intermediate mass. The selectivity of the
mass filter is expressed in terms of resolution, R, which is numerically given by the ratio of the
center mass, M, to the width, ÄM (both in AMU), of the pass band. Since the number of the ions
passed by the f ilter falls otf gradually as the edge of the pass band is approached, the width is
def ined at the point where lhe ion current falls to some specified fraction (usually 112 or 1/10) of
the maximum value. The width of the pass band is determined by the dc-to-RF ratio.

While the quadrupole drive circuits can be designed so that R varies in any desired manner with
M, it is usually most convenient to keep ÄM constant at a value, which ensures adequate
separation of masses that are 1 AMU apart. This mode of scanning is called Constant AM. As a
result, R is proportional to M, and therefore the efficiency with which ions of mass M are
transmitted through the quadrupole decreases with M. Thus, the sensitivity of the sensor
decreases as M increases.
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3.4.2 The Zero Blast
When lhe mass filter is tuned to very low masses, the RF and dc voltages applied to the rods
approach zero. The quadrupole then ceases to act as a filter, and a large current of unseparated
ions is detected. This current is called the "zero blast."

The zero blast, present in all quadrupole-based sensors, can interfere with the observation of
masses 1 and 2 when significant quantities of higher-mass ions are present. ln some instruments,
the magnitude of the zero blast is concealed by preventing the vollages from reaching zero.

0510

MASS

Flgure 3,4 The Zero Blast

The "zero blast" (the larga current of unseparated ions that enters the
mass fifter when it is tuned to vary low masses,) can interlere with the
obseruation ol masses 1 and 2 when significant quantities of higher-
mass ions are present.
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3.5 The lon Detector
The ion deteclor region of the sensor consists of the quadrupole exit lens and the detector itself.
Often, the quadrupole exit aperture is biased negatively with respect to the anode, focusing ions
that have been transmitted through the quadrupole into the detector element. The detector can
be a simple Faraday cup (FC), an electron multiplier (EM), or a combination of both.

3.5.1 The Faraday Cup (FC) Detector
The Faraday cup detector is typically a metalplate or a cup-shaped electrode, on which the ion
beam impinges. lons strike the detector and are neulralized, thus drawing a current from the
circuitry connected to the electrode. Usually, the current flow lhat results is exactly equalto the
incidenl ion current. ln the Transpector family of instrumenls, the Faraday cup is at ground
potential.

The sensitivity for Transpector instruments equipped with a simple Faraday cup detector is
typically 2.0E-4 amps per torr. The detected currents, therefore, can be as small as 1 .0E-1 5 amps
for ultra-high vacuum levels.

D(ru*s 
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Flgure 3.5 An FC Detector

Ions striking the Faraday cup detector are nautralized, drawing a
current that equals the incident ion curcent.
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3.5.2 The Electron Multiplier (EM) Detector
The electron multiplier (EM) acts as an rn vacuua pteamplif ier for improved sensilivity. Although
there several different types of EM, their operating principals are the same. lncoming ions are
accelerated into the inpul of the EM by a high negative voltage (usually -1.0 kV or more). When
an ion strikes the surface of the EM, one or more secondary electrons are emitted. These
electrons are accelerated to a second surface which is at a more positive potential, where
additional electrons are generated.

This process repeats itself until a pulse of electrons emerges from the output of the EM and is
collected on a Faraday cup. The result is that as many as a million electrons or more can be
produced by each incident ion. The current from a Faraday detector is positive (for positive ions)
while an EM detector puts out a negative signal.

The ratio of the electron output current lo the incident ion cunent is known as the EM gain. The
gain primarily depends on the EM type, the voltage applied to the EM input, the voltage applied
across the EM, the condition of the EM, and, to a lesser extent, lhe mass and chemical nature of
the incident ion. ln general, the EM gain decreases as the ion mass increases.

The advantage of the EM detector sensor is its high sensitivity (as much as 100 amps/torr), thus
making it possible to measure partial pressures as low as 2.0E-14 torr for some instruments in
the Transpector family. A typical FC sensor would have a sensitivity of only 2.0E-4 amps/torr,
resulting in a minlmum detectable partial pressure of 5.0E-12 ampsltorr. (Again, this value
depends on the particular Transpector model.)

The main disadvantage of the EM sensor is that the EM gain is less stable and is less precisely
known for quantitative measurements.
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3.5.3 The Channel Electron Multiplier/Faraday Cup
(CEM/FC) Detector
The channel electron multiplier/Faraday cup (CEM/FC), used for H100M, H200M and H300M
High Performance models of the Transpector, offers the advantages of both the FC and EM
detectors combined in one unit.

O{JADRJPO{I EXI LENS

MOUN1ING RATE

EI.TCTRON COTLECTOR

Figure 3.6 A CEM/FC Detector

ln channel electron multiplier/Faraday cup (CEM/FC) detectors, the
electron multiplier cone amplifies the electron "pulse," significantly
increasing the analyzer's sensitivity.

The Transpector CEM/FC detector uses a continuous dynode element made of a specialtype of
glass, ratherthan the traditionaldiscrete dynode EM, which is made from a copper-beryllium alloy.
The principal advantage of the CEM is that its performance does not degrade when exposed lo
air. ln order to prolong its useful life, a copper-beryllium dynode multiplier must be stored under
vacuum; exposure to air for more than a brief period can result in a significant decrease in the
maximum available gain.

Not surprisingly, the CEM has some disadvantages. The maximum operating temperature forthe
CEM is only 100"C. (lt can still be baked out at 400'C, provided that the high voltage is off .) Also,
the CEM is slightly slower to recover after exposure to excessive input or output currents, and it
may take a bit longer to stabilize its gain after the high voltage is changed.

SIGNAL
OUPUI
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When the deflector grid and the CEM input cone are held at ground potential, ions exiting lhe
quadrupole through the exit lens pass through the shield grid and impinge on the Faraday plate.

The resulting current flow is conducted through the signal output to the deteclion amplifier circuit.
When negative high voltage is applied to the deflector grid and CEM cone, positive ions are

deflected into the CEM cone, where lhe electron multiplying process takes place.

The resulting electron current impinges on the electron collector, which is connected parallel to
the Faraday plate. To minimize electrical interf erence, the low level signal path's components (the
Faraday plate, electron collector, and signal output) are housed within a grounded shield.

The CEM is operated at high voltages between -1.0 and -3.0 kV. A new CEM will typically have

a gain of between 1O and 1 ,000 at 1 .0 kV. Thegain at -3.0 kV typically exceeds 1 .0E+6. For a new

sensor, the EM mode sensitivity of 100 amps/torr is typically achieved al around -2.3 kV.

CAUTION: Do not operate the CEM at pressures above lxl Os ton, or temperatures above 1lA"C.

Permanent damage may result. Also, avoid output cwrcnts ln excess of 1xl04 amps; either decrease

the high voltage or, il possible, decrease the pressure.

Use the minimum CEM voltage required to obtain the necessary peak amplitudes and/or signal-
to-noise ratio. Operating at higher voltages than necessary will result in premature aging of the
electron multiplier, requiring early replacement. As the CEM ages, lhe voltage needed to get a
specific EM gain will increase.

Since EM performance depends on the condition of its interior surfaces, prevent hydrocarbon or
other contamination as follows:

. Make sure diffusion-pumped vacuum systems are properly trapped to reduce oil backstream-
ing.

. Make sure turbomolecular purnped systems are interlocked to eliminate mechanical pump-oil
backstreaming through a nonspinning turbo pump.

Electron muftiplier gain reduction from these kinds of problems can range from 50% to more lhan
90%. The initial gain of the EM is generally high enough to accommodate some degradation and
yet still be usable. With repeated instances of contamination, the multiplier will eventually require
replacement.

NOTE: ln addition to hydrocarbon contamination, multipliers can be adversely affected by exposure

to highly reactive chemicals. Avoid any substance that will either cause the deposition ol a surface film

on the EM or etch its surface, For example, avoid high levels of reactive fluorides, such as tungsten

hexa-fluoride and hydrogen lluoride.
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3.5.4 The Microchannel PlatdFaraday Cup (MCP/FC) Detector
The Compact (C100M) Transpector model uses a microchannel plate/Faraday cup (MCP/FC)
detector. The MCP works much like the CEM, described above. The main difference is that the
MCP is a small plate (approximately 1/2' square by 1/16' thick) consisting of an array of over
10,000 very small continuous dynode multipliers, each with a .00f inside diameler.

QUADRUPOLE
EXIT LENS

FARADAY CUP(oN coLrEcToR)

rl -J-lt-UT
rucrnoru I

COLLECTOR t-- MouNTTNG
PLATE

Flgurc 3.7 An nCPfC Deteclor

The microchannelplate/Faraday cup (MCP/FC) datector, which works
much like the CEM/FC detector, is smaller and needs less voltage.

The main advantage of the MCP over the CEM is its smaller size. Sensor models using the MCP/
FC detector are considerably shorter than those using the CEIvVFC (approximately 4-112- from
ion source to vacuum sealing surface, as opposed lo 1 0-1 /2'). Also, the required operating voltage
is lower.

The main disadvantage of the MCP is that the maximum gain is between 1 .0E+3 and 1 .0E+4. Like
the CEM, the MCP does not have to be kept under a vacuum. However, because of the large
surface area, the MCP can absorb more watervaporthan lhe CEM and should be protected from
exposure to high levels of moisture over extended periods. The MCP may also exhibit higher
outgassing levels than the CEM.

The MCP operates in essentially the same manner as the CEM. When the MCP is grounded, the
ions exiting the quadrupole through the exit lens are collected on the Faraday cup. The resulting
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current is conducted through the signal output to the detection amplifier. When -1 .15 kV is applied
to the front of the MCP, and between -500 and -50 V is applied to the back of the MCP, the ions
impinge on the front side of the MCP. The resulting electron current is collected by the same
Faraday electrode.

The front of the MCP is maintained at approximately -1.15 kV in the EM mode for two reasons.
First, the ion beam exiting the quadrupole can be strongly divergent, requiring -1 .15 kV to ensure
that the entire ion beam is deflected into the MCP. Second, if the ion's kinetic energy as it strikes
the entrance of the EM is less than 1.0 kV (approximately), severe mass discrimination effects
can occur.

Since the MCP gain is determined by the voltage across it, the voltage on the output side must
be varied to controlthe gain. The MCP gain is at its lowest with -500 on the output side. With -

50 volts on the MCP output, the MCP gain is maximized. A minimum voltage of -50 V (during EM

operation) is maintained to ensure that the FC collectsthe entire electron current leaving the MCP.

CAUTION: DonotoperatetheMCPatpressuresabove lxlistorr,ortemperaturesabovel00"C.
Permanent danage may result. Also, avoid output currents in excess of 1xl06 amps; either decrease
the high voltage or, it possible, decrease the pressure.

Use the minimum MCP voltage required to obtain the necessary peak amplitudes and/or signal-
to-noise ratio. Operating at higher voltages than necessary will result in premature aging of the
electron multiplier, requiring early replacement. As the MCP ages, the voltage needed to get a
specific EM gain will increase.

Since EM performance depends on the condition of its interior surfaces, prevent hydrocarbon or
olher contamination as follows:

. Make sure diffusion-pumped vacuum systems are properly trapped to reduce oil back-
streaming.

. Make sure tuöomolecular pumped systems are interlocked to eliminate mechanical pump-oil
backstreaming through a nonspinning turbo pump.

Electron multiplier gain reduction f rom these kinds of problems can range from 50% to more than
90%. The initial gain of the EM is generally high enough to accommodate some degradation and
yet still be usable. With repeated instances of contamination, the multiplier will eventually require
replacement.

NOTE: ln addition to hydrocarbon contamination, multipliers can be adversely affected by exposure
to highly reactive chemicals. Avoid any substance that will either cause the deposition of a surface film
on the EM or etch its sudace. For example, avoid high levels of reactive fluorides, such as tungsten

hexa-fluoride and hydrogen fluoride.
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Section 4: lnterpreting the Mass Spectra

4,1 About Section 4
This section, which tells how to interpret the measurements lhe Transpector produces, is divided
into three main parts.

. The first part--qualitative interpretation of mass spectra (4.2)-tells you how to determine
which substances are present in lhe gas sample being analyzed.

. The second part--{uantitative interpretation of mass spectra (4.3)-tells you how to
estimate how much of each substance is present.

. The third part (4.4) gives you additlonal information that may help you interpret mass
spectra.

Sotlware packages for the Transpector family of instruments generally include routines which
serve as aids in the interpretation of spectra and the calculation of partial pressures and relative
concentrations.

For a discussion of how the Transpector produces its measurements, see Section 3, 'How lhe
Transpector Works (Theory of Operation)."

For further information on partial pressure analyzers, see Partial Pressure Analyzers and
Analysis, M. J. Drinkwine and D. Lichtman, American Vacuum Society Monograph Series, or
A User's Guide to Vacuum Technology, J. F. O'Hanlon, John Wiley and Sons (1989). The latter
book also contains a wealth of information on related topics, including gas f low, pressure gauges,
pumps, malerials, and the design of vacuum systems.
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Secticn 4: lnterpreting the lv'lass Spectra

4.2 Qualitative lnterpretation of Mass Spectra
The basic araphical output of a partial pressure analyzer is the mass spectrum. A mass spectrum
is a pattern of peaks on a plot of ion intensity as a function of ion mass-lo-charge ratio. Each
chemical substance has a characteristic mass spectrum. Different instruments will give slightly
different spectra for the same substance. The particular characteristics of the ionizer, mass f ilter,
and detector, not to mention the manner in which the sample is introduced into the mass
spectrometer, all influence lhe speclrum thal is produced.

Rarely will a mass sp€clrum be obtained for a pure substance. Most of the time (especially for
residual gas analyzers), the spectrum obtained will be a composile of the individualsubstances
which togelher comprise the actual sample present, as seen below.

FI
P

I
T
U
o

L 2S 3A 73 toa
ttAsS

Flgurc 1,1 A llacc Spedrum

l'his rb lha rnass spectrum of a gas mixture containing hydrogen,
helium, watet vapor, neon, nitrogen, argon, krypton, and parts of
xenon,
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4,2.1 lonization Process
When a sufficiently energetic electron strikes a gas molecule, there are many processes that can
occur, just some of which are summarized in the table below.

Table 4.1

Electron lmpact lonization Processes

XYZ + e'

YYZ* +2o (1)

XY?* + 3e' (2)

XY + Z* + 2e' (3)

XY'+Z+2e' (4)

X'+YZ+2e' (5)

X +YZ' + 2s (6)

XZ+Y'+2e' (7)

XZ'+Y +2e' (8)

ln all cases, the reactants are a high energy electron, e-, and a gas molecule, XYZ. The products
of lhe f irst reaction are the molecule wilh a single eleclron removed (the so-called parent ion) and
two low energy electrons. ln the second reaction, two electrons are removed from the gas
molecule, resulting a doubly charged ion. Triply (or even more highly charged) ions are also
possible, provided the incident electron has enough energy.

Reactions 3 through 8 are all examples where the original molecule is broken into fragments, at
least one of which is positively charged (negative ions can also be produced in this manner). Only
the posilive ion fragments are observed; lhe neutral (i.e., uncharged) fragments are not detected.
The mass spectrum obtained when the parent molecule breaks apart under electron impact is
commonly referred to as the fragmentation patlern (or, sometimes, the cracking pattern). The
fragmentation pattern for nitrogen at an electron energy of 102 eV is given in Figure 4.2, following.
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This nitrogen fragmentation pattern shows t1M (14 AMU), uN2,
(28 AMU), and tlVsü (29 AMU).

ln general, peaks from multiply charged species will be less intense than those for the
corresponding singlycharg€d ion. For example, the doubly charged peakforargon is typically less
than one fitth as inlense as th€ singly charged peak (it should be noted that this intensity ratio is
sensitiv€ to the incident eleclron energy).

There are some situations when it is difficutt lo determine whether the ion is singly or multiply
charged. When a molecule is composed of two atoms of the same element the typical partial
pressure analyzer cannot distinguish between the singly charged one-alom fragment ion and the
doubly charged two-atom molecular ion, which will both have the same mass-to-charge ration.
Refer to the figure above; the peak al 28 AMU is the parent ion, Na.. lt is not discernible from this
speclrum if the peak at 14 AMU is from N'or N.2'. lt has been demonstrated, by other means, that
the 14 AMU peak in the nitrogen spectrum is from the singly charged fragment ion.

Most ions (with lhe imporlant exception of complex hydrocarbons) have masses very close lo
integer values. When the mass of an ion is not evenly divisible by the number of charges on it,
the mass-to-charge ralio will not be an integer. Thus, Ars* will appear at 13.33 AMU, while F2. will
show up at 9.5 AMU.
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4.2.2 lsotope Ratios
An additional cause of multiple peaks in the mass spectrum of a pure substance is that the fact
most (but not all) elements are composed of more than one isotope. For example, 99.63% of all
nitrogen aloms in nature have a mass of 14 AMU; only 0.37% have a mass of 15 AMU. Carefully
examine the nitrogen spectrum in Figure 4.2. The largest peak at 28 AMU is the parent ion, Nr'.
The peak at 29 AMU is the isotope peak, 1aN1sN+, and is 0.74o/" (two times 0.37o/") as high as the
parent peak since there are two nilrogen atoms in the ion, each one of which has a 0.37% chance
of being 15 AMU).

Some elements have manyintense isotopes (e.9., xenon is0.096% mass 1 24,0.49Oo/" mass 126,
1.927o mass 128,26.440/o mass 129, 4.08o/o mass 130,21.18% mass 131,26.890/" mass 132,
10.44o/" mass 134, and 8.87Y" mass 136).

lsotope ratios, like fragmentation patterns, are a very useful aid in recognizing specific materials.
Under normalpartialpressure analyzer ionization conditions, the peakheight ratios forthe various
isotopes of an element will be the same as the ratios of their natural abundances. That is, the
probability of ionizing, for example, the mass 35 isotope of chlorine (sOl) is the same as the
probabilityof ionizing the mass 37 isotope (eCl). Thus, the peakheight ratio of mass 35to 37from
HClwill be 3.07 lo 1 (75.4o/J24.6o/"1.

For a listing of the isotopic ratios for the lighter elements, see Table 4.2, following. For a complete
listing of the natural abundances for the isotopes of all the elements, see the Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics from CRC Press.
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Table 4.2

lsotope Ratios

Element Mase No.
Relatlve

Abundance

He

1

2

3
4

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22

23

27

2g
29
30

31

32
33
34
36

35
37

36
38
40

99.985
0.015

0.00013
-100.0

19.78
80.22

98.892
1.108

99.63
0.37

99.759
0.0374
0.2039

100.0

90.92
0.257
e.82

100.0

100.0

92.27
4.68
3.05

100.0

95.06
0.74
4.18
0.016

75.4
24.6

0.337
0.063

99.600

o

F

Ne

Na

AI

si

P

D

ct

Ar
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4.2.3 Electron Energy Effects
As was previously mentioned, the exactfragmentalion pattern observed willdepend on theenergy
of the bombarding electrons. The following figure (f rom a paper by W. Bleakney, Physical Review,
36, p. 1303, published in 1930) graphs lhe number of argon ions (of different charge states)
produced per incident electron per ton of gas pressure as a function of electron energy.

8

Zo

4

2

Flgun 1,3 Electron Energy Elledc
This gnph showe the nunber or argon ions, N, formed per alectron per
torr at 0oC yorsus elactron 6nergy.

The appearance potential(i.e., the minimum electron energy required to produce a specific ion)
for Ar is 15.7 eV. The number of argon ions produced rises steeply with energy until a maximum
is reached at about 55 eV. As the electron energy rises above this level, the rate of Ar production
slowly decreases.

The appearance potentialfor Ar" is 43.5 eV, and the ion production rate does not maximize until
the electron energy exceeds 100 eV. The appearance potential for AF* is approximately 85 eV,
while lhe appearance potenlial for Ar" is over 200 eV. ln the Transpector family, lhe electron
energy is set at 102 eV.

t2

l0

Eleetron Energy (eV)
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4.2.4 A Qualitative lnterpretation Guide
To use a partial pressure analyzer to identify unknown substances, you must recognize three
characteristics: fragmentation patterns, multiply charged ions, and isotope ratios. Simple spectra
are, in general, relatively easy to interpret and will yield useful identifications. The analysis of
complicated mixtures of substances is much more ditficult.

Table 4.3, following, is intended as a spectrum interpretation guide which may be of use when first
examining an unknown spectrum. The guide lists the masses of peaks, possible ion identities for
each of these masses, and common sources for each of these ions. This list is by no means all-
inclusive.
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Table 4.3

Spectrum lnterpretation Guide

AMU
NO.

CHEMICAL
SYIIBOL SOURCES

P - Fragment
P - Parent lon
Dl - Doubly lonized

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10
1't
't2

't3

14
15
16
17
18
19
n
2',1

2,
23
24
25
26
27
28

n
30
31

3i,
u
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
4il
44
45
4tt
47
48
49
50

H

H,,D
HD, H9

He

Water F or Hydrogen F
Hydrogsn, Deuterium (H2)

Hydrogen- D€uterium, Tritium ( Hs)

Helium
No known oloments
Doubly lonized Cra Rare
Dl Nr' Rare
Dl Or. Rare
No known elements
Dl Ne2o Rare
Dl Ne22 Rare
Carbon, Carbon Monoxide F.
Carbon Dioxide F
Methane F, Carbon lsotope
Nitsogen, Methane F or Note 1

Methane F or Note 1

Oxygen or Carbon Monoxide F,
Water F, Ammonia F
Water P
Fluorine or Freon F
fugon Dl, Neon, Hydrofluoric acki

See Note 1

See Note 1

See Note 1, Hydrog€n Cyanide F
See Note 1, Aluminum, Hyclogen Cyanid€
Nitogen, Carbon Monoxide,
Ethylene P, Sillcon
Ethane F or Ethanol F or lsopropyl Alcohol
Ethane P, Nitic Oxide
Orygen, Methanol P, Suttur
Hydrogpn Sulfide F
Hydrogen Sulfide P, Sultur isotope
Chlodne isotop€, S€e Not 2
Hydrochloric acid, Argon isotope
Chlorinc i$top€, See Note 2
Hydrochloric acid or See Note 2
See Note 3
Argon, S€e Note t
See Notc I
Se€ Note I
Note 1, Acetone F or Methyl Ehyl Ketone F
Caöon dioxide, Se€ Note 3
Ethanol F or lsopropyl alcohol F
Ethanol P
See Note 2
See Note 2, Sultur Dioxide F
See Note 2, pump oil F
See Note 2, Freon F, Note 3

NOTE 1

Fragments of several hydrocarbons, such
as mecfianical pump oil, diffusion pump
oil, vacuum grease, cutting oil, and
organic sotv€nts.

NOTE 2
Fragrnents of several chlorindated
hydrocarbong, such as carbon
tetrachloride, trichloroethylene and many
Freons.

NOTE 3
Fragrnents from both straight chain
hydocarboß and benzene ring hydrocarbons.

c..

o..

N€..
N€..
c

cH, cis
N, CH2
CHt
o, cH1' NH2
oH, NHs
HrO
F
AT+, NE, HF

N€a2

c2
CrH
c2H2' cN
c2H3' Al' HCN
N? CO, C2H.' Si

cHscH2
c2H.' NO
P, CHTOH, S
HS
'H2S' S!.
'ct
'HCt, Ar!.
rCPt

HCltT
crHt
Ar, CEH.
C,H,
CrH.
crHr.cHlco
co2' clHl
cH3cH20
cHscH20H
cclt6
HCCIE, SO
ccl3t, sioH
ccltt, cF2' c.H2
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4.3 Quantitative lnterpretation of Mass Spectra
(Calculating Partial Pressures)

Partial pressure is defined as the pressure of a designated component in a gas mixture. By
Dalton's Law, the sum of all the partial pressures is the total pressure. The pailial pressure
analyzer is designed so that the height of a peak in a mass spectrum is proportionalto the number
of ions giving rise to that peak. Also by design, lhe number of ions is more or less proportional to
the partial pressure of the substance giving rise to that peak (over some specified operating
pressure range). Therefore, the height of a peak is proportional to the partial pressure of the
substance giving rise to that peak.

The following equation shows the relationship between the partial pressure of substance a as
determined measuring the ion current al mass b:

PP.=K.rxl.,

The partial pressure of substance a is symbolized by PP., while K.o is the proportionality constant
for the peak at mass b from substance a, and 1., is lhe ion current at mass b from substance a.

The proportionality constant, K.r, depends on the nature of the substance being detected and on
the characteristics of the partial pressure analyzer. The substance-dependent part is called the
material factor, M.r. The lnstrument-dependent part is called the analyzer factor, Ao, and depends
primarily on the ion mass, b. The original equation (above) can therefore be rewritten as follows:

PP.=(M.oxAJxl.,

The material factor, M.r, depends on the fragmentation patlern for the particular substance, the
fragmentation pattern for a reference gas (usually nitrogen), and the ease with which the
substance can be ionized relative to the same reference gas. This equation shows the relationship
involved:

M.r=FF,-/(FF.brXF)

The term FF,- is the fragmentation factor for nitrogen at mass 28. That is, it is the fraction of the
totalcurrent of ions from nitrogen which have a mass of 28 atomic mass units. The term FF., is
the fraction of all ions from subslance a with mass b. Finally, XF. is the ionization probabilily of
substance a, relative to nitrogen. That is, it is the ratio of total ion current (for all masses) from
substance a to the total ion current from nitrogen, both measured at the same true partial
pressure. Both fragmentation factors and ionization probabilities depend strongly on the energy
of the ionizing electrons. lf the correct values of these factors are not known for lhe exact
conditionsof theparticularanalyzerbeing used, theycan beapproximated using publishedvalues
for other conditions with, generally, only a small loss in accuracy.
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Fragmentalion factors can be calculated from fragmentation patlerns given in the general
references cited at the beginning of this section (O'Hanlon and Drinkwine and Lichtman). Other
valuable references include lhe lndex of Mass Spectral Datatrom ASTM, and EPA/NIH Mass
Spectral Data Base by Heller and Milne and an extensive library of spectra on IBMrM compatible
floppy disks is available from the National lnstitute of Standards and Technology (formerly the
National Bureau of Standards).

The following table lists the fragmentation factors (FF) for the major peaks for selected
substances.

NOTE: Actual fragmentation lactors vary significantly depending especially on the ionizer,

electron energy, and mass tilter tuming. For best accuracy, measure fragnentation lactors with the

same instrument used for the analysis, under the same tuning conditions.

Table 4.4

Typical Fragmentation Factors lor the Major Peaks
of Some Common Substances

MASS FF MASS FF MASS FF

Acetone (CH3)2CO
43
58
42
27

Argon Ar
4
n

Benzene C.H.
78
5l
52
50

Corbon Dioxide CO,
4A .70

Helium He
4

Hydrogen H,
2

Krypton Kr

u
86
82
83

MethoneCH.
l6
l5
l4
l3

Methond CH.OH
3l
32
n
28

Neon Ne
n
22

Nitrogen N,
28
'14

n

Orygen O,
32 .q'
16 .05

Toluene C2H'CH!

Trichlorethyl ene CrHCl.

9l ,4c2 ,u
60 .o7

65 .05

l.m,63

.23
,04
.03

.&3

.17

l.@

,45
,t3
,10
.10

28
t2
t6

ElhonolCrHpH
3l
45
27
n

gtt

130
132

97
I

Woter HrO
t8
17

I
l6

Xenon Xe
132

1n
l3l
134
136

.53

.il

.l I

.10

.t I

.06

.01

,22
,22
,21

.\4
,13

28
l6
12

.75

.t9

.05

.92

.26
,26
.22
.t I
.09

,4
,4
.o7

.04

,43

.23

.18

.03

,90
.10

Lm
.12
,01

.91

.05

.03

.&

.21

,@
.o7

Corbon Monoide CO

FFO frocti,on o{ totd lonr lhot occrt ot tha hdcsfed m(!s
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lonization probability factors can be approximated by substituting the relative ion gauge sensitivi-
ties for various gases. The following table gives relative ion gauge sensitivities for some common
gases.l

NQTE: Actual ionization probabilities vary significantly depending especially on the ionizer and

the electron energy. For best accuracy, measure the relative ionization probability using a hot

cathode ionization gauge (calibrated for nitrogen) to monitor a known pressure of the substance of

interest. The ratio ol the gauge reading to the known true pressure is the relative ionization

probability. To determine the true pressure, use a gauge which is gas species independent (e.9., a

capacitance manometer) or a gauge with a known sensitivity factor (e.9,, a spinning rotor gauge).

Table 4.5
lonization Probabilities

for Some Common Substances

Subrtancc Formula

Relative
Senization Gauge

Seneitivity,trt*,
Subrtancc

Relaüvc
!onization Gaugc

Formula Scneitivity

"rt*,
Acetone
Air
Ammonia
Argon
Benzene
Benzoic acid
Bromine
Buüane
Caöon dioxide
Caöon disulfide
Caöon monoxide
Caöon tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
Chloroethane
Chloroform
Chloromethane
Cycloherylene
Deuterium
Dichlorodifluormethane
Dichloromethane
Dintrobenzene
Ehane
Ethanol
Ethylene oxide
Helium
Hexane
Hydrogen

(cH3)rco

NH,
Ar
c^H-
c6HscooH
BR
C.H,o
CO,
cs.
co
ccl.
c6Hscl
c2H3cl
cHct3
cH3cl
C.H,,
D2
ccuF2
cH2ct?
c6H1(NO2)2
C,H,
crHsoH
(cHr)2o
He
C.H,.
H2

Hydrogen chloride
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen iodide
Hydrogen sulfide
Krypton
Lihium
Methane
Methanol
Neon
Nitrogen
Nitric oxide
Nitrous oxide
Orygen
n-Pentane
Phenol
Phosphine
Propane
Silver perchlorate
Stannic iodide
Sulfur dioxide
Sulfurhexafluoride
Toluene
Trinittobenzene
Water
Xenon
Xylene

HCL
HF
HI
H,S
Kr
Li
CH.
cHsoH
Ne
N2

NO
NrO
o2
CuH,,
c6HsoH
PH,
C,H,
AgClO.
Snl.
SO,
SF.
c6HscH3
c6H3(NOr)3
HrO
Xe
c€H1(cH3)'

3.6
1.0
1.3
1.2
5.9
5.5
3.8
4.9
1.4
4.8
1.05
6.0
7.O

4,0
4.8

. 3.1
6.4
0.35
2.7
7.8
7.8
2.6
3.6
2.5
0.14
6.6
o.44

1.6
1.4
3. 1

2.2
1.7
1.9
1.6
1.8
o.23
1.0
'l .2
1.7
1.0
6.0
6.2
2.6
3.7
3.6
6.7
2.1
2.3
6.8
9.0
1.0
3.0
7.8

lThis table lists relative ionization gauge sensitivities for selected molecules. The data was compiled lrom
Empirical Observations on the Sansitivity ol Hot Cathode lonization Type Vacuum Gauges by R. L.
Summers (NASA Technical Note NASA TN D5285, published in 1969). Similar, although more limited, lists
of ionization sensitivities can be found in the books by O'Hanlon (Chapter 8, Section 1.1) and Drinkwine
and Lichtman (Table I, page 5).
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The analyzer factor, Ao, depends on the transmission and detection characteristics of the

analyzer, the electron mlltiptier gain (if the analyzer is so equipped), and the basic sensitivity, as

indicated in this equation:

A.=1/(TFblDF"oxGxS)

Here, TF"o is the transmission factor of the mass filter at mass b. The transmission factor is the

f raction oTions at mass b which pass through the mass f ilter, relative to nitrogen ions al mass 28.

Nominally, the transmission faclor is equal to 28 divided by the mass of the ion, b.

The detection factor, DF.r, is equalto 1 for a Faraday cup detector. For an electron multiplier, the

detection factor is a funäion of the mass of the ion and its chemical nature, and is measured

relative to that of a reference gas, typically nitrogen. ln general, as the mass ion increases, the

electron multiplier detection factor decreases.

The gain of the electron multiplier, G, measured at mass 29tor nitrogen, is the electron multiplier

outpüt current divided by the Faraday mode output current, under otherwise identicalconditions.
The multiplier gain is a strong function of the high voltage applied.

The overall relalion between partial pressure and ion ourrent, given in the following equation, is

quite general. The constants forthis equation can be obtained from various tables, but forthe best

accuracy, they should be measured for each instrument.

PP. = { FF*../ (FF.b x XF" x TF, x DF., x G x S) } x l.u

A brief discussion of each of the terms follows:

PP. = partial pressure of substance a (usually in torr).

FF-- = fraqmentation factor, or fraction of total ion current from substance a having mass b
ID

(dimensionless; see Table 4.4).

FFrr. = fragmentation factor for Nr' ions at 28 AMU from nitrogen (dimensionless; typically
around 0.9).

XF. = ionization probability of substance a relalive to nitrogen; approximately the same as the- 
relative ion gauge sensitivity as shown in Table 4.5 (dimensionless).

TFo = transmission factor, the fraction of total ions at mass b which pass through the mass- 
filter, relative to ions with a mass of 28 AMU; nominally, TFu = 28lM (dimensionless).

DF.r = detection factor for mass b ions from substance a, relative to nitrogen at 28 AMU;
assumed to be 1.OO for Faraday deteclors, but varies for electron multiplier detectors
(dimensionless).
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l.t =

S=

l. =.D

electron multipli€r gain for nitrogen ions al 28 AMU (dimensionless; set equal to 1 for a
Faraday cup detector).

sensitivily of inslrumenl to nitrogen, the ion currenl at 28 AMU per unil of nitrogen partial
pressure (usually in ampvtorr).

ion current of mass Peak b resulling from subslance e (in amps; assumes that lhere are
no other substances present which conlribute significantly to the total current at mass
peak B).
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4.4 Additional lnformation for Interpreting
Mass Spectra
The following paragraphs contain additional information which may be of use when interpreting
mass spectra.

4.4.1 lon Source Characteristics
It is important to recognize that the partial pressure analyzer (especially the ion source) and the
vacuum system configuration can both have an effect on the relative concentrations of the gases
detected. ln order to minimize these etfects, it is necessary to have the right type of ionizer, lhe
right type of filament, and the right configuration of the vacuum system. This is particularly true
when a differential pumping arrangement is used because the pressure of the gas to be sampled
is too high for the sensor to operate. J. O'Hanlon's book, A User's Guide to Vacuum Technology,
has a brief discussion of some of these concerns (Chapter 8, Section 2).

When using the Transpector as a residual gas analyzer, the sensor should be installed such that
lhe conductance between the ion source and the vacuum region to be analyzed is maximized. lf
possible, installthe sensor without any intervening valves or vacuum hardware. lf the sensor is
equipped with a residual gas analyzer ion source, lhere are four classes of interactions between
the sensor and the immediate vacuum environment which can have a significant effect on lhe
detected gas composition.

First, the analyzer itself is a source of gas molecules because of outgassing from its surfaces.
Usually, the outgassing levels can be reduced by baking the analyzer in vacuum and by using the
DEGAS function (wherein the ion source surfaces are bombarded by high energy electrons).
When operating in the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) region, it is best to bake the sensor overnight at
the maximum permissible temperature with the electronics removed. See the specifications for
your particular Transpector sensor model. A second overnight bakeout should be performed at
the maximum sensor operating temperature. (lt can take more than three hours for all parts of the
sensor to reach maximum temperature during a bakeout, and more than six hours to cool back
down.)

CAUTI0N: Make sure that the electron nultiplier high voltage is tumed off if this (second)

bakeout tetperature exceeds maximum EM openting tmpenture specitied tor your sensot
Atheruise, pemanent damage to the EM may result.

Second, it is possible that the opposite of outgassing can occur; that is, gas molecules can be
captured by the surfaces of lhe sensor. This effect is called "pumping". ln such cases, the
magnitude of the signals of the gases pumped will be lower than is properly represenlative of the
composition of the gas in the vacuum chamber. Significant temporary pumping effects will
frequently occur following degassing of the ion source.
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Third, reaclions involving gas molecules on surfaces of the analyzü can result in a change of
composition. Gases can either be consumed by the surfaces, or produced by the surfaces. One
example of gas consumption is the reaction ol oxygen with a hol filamenl, particularly when
tungsten filaments are used. The typical result is an anomalously low concentration of oxygen
detected. See O'Hanlon's book (Chapter 8, Section 2) for more information on filament materials
and lheir interactions with the gas being analyzed. An example of gases being produced from
surfaces is the liberation of carbon monoxide molecules from a thorium coated iridium filament
by a sputtering mechanism in the presence of significant quantities of argon. This latter
mechanism makes the combination of a pressure reduction system and an RGA sensor
unsuitable for measuring nitrogen contamination in argon at the low parts-per-million (ppm) level
from a sputter deposition process. A specialtype of inlel system and ion source (otten referred
to as a closed ion source) should be used for this type of application.

Fourth, there are cases where at least some of the ions delected are emitted from surfaces in lhe
ion source under electron bombardment, and are not generated in the gas phase from neutral
molecules. This process is known as electron stimulated desorption (ESD), or sometimes as
electron induced desorption (ElD). When lhe sensor has been exposed to fluorine containing
substances (such as sulfur hexafluoride, chlorofluorocarbons, perfluorotributylamine, or
perfluorokerosene) for extended periods of time, it is not uncommon for a strong F'peak at 19
AMU to remain even after lhe fluorine containing substance has been removed. When operating
in the UHV region, EID/ESD of H*, C', O', and CO'(and other ions) is not uncommon. The clue
to diagnosing this problem is that the observed fragmentation patterns do not match known gas
phase patterns. See pages five and six, and typicalspectra TS2 through 5, 16,28, and 30 of Partial
Pressure Analyzers and Analysls by Drinkwine and Lichtman for more information on EID/ESD.

Partial pressure analyzers are also characterized by varying degrees of mass discrimination; that
is, the sensitivity of the instrument is a function of rnass. lon sources show mass discrimination
because various substances otfer different degrees of difficulty of ionization. Generally, heavy,
large molecules are ionized more readily than light, small molecules. There is a rough correlation
between the number of electrons in a molecule and its ease of ionization. Although the total ion
yield (i.e., the sum of ions of all masses) is electron energy and ionizer dependent, a reasonable
estimale for the number of ions produced (relative to some standard, usually nitrogen) in a partial
pressure analyzer is the relative ionization gauge sensitivity.
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4.4.2 Scanning Characteristics
Quadrupole mass filters can also exhibil mass discrimination characteristics depending on how
the control voltages are varied during the sweep through the mass range. Most instruments are
designed to operate with a constant peakwidth (constant ÄM) which results in a resolution which
is proportional to the mass. This characteristic provides a good degree of peak separation
throughout the mass spectrum, but results in an ion transmission etficiency (i.e., the fraction of
all ions of the selected mass entering the mass filter which are transmitted through it) lhat
decreases as mass increases.

The way the mass scale is "calibrated" or'tuned" (i.e., the way the peak positions and widths are
adjusted) can have a significant etfecl on the lransmission efficiency of the mass f ilter across the
mass spectrum. lf the adjustments are not made properly, the ratios of peak heighls across the
mass range will not be correct.

4.4.3 Fragmentation Factors
The fragmentation factor is the fraction of the total ion current contributed by ions of the chosen
mass. Only peaks contributing at leasl one percent to the total ion current are included in the list.
The sum of the factors for all the peaks in a mass spectrum cannot exceed 1.00. The sum can
be less than 1.00 if only some of lhe peaks are listed (either there are many peaks, or some of
the ions produced lie outside lhe mass range of lhe particular instrument used).

The data presented earlier in the table of typicalfragmentation factors, compiled from more than
one source, is for illustrative purposes. For maximum accuracy in determining partial pressures,
the fragmentation factors for the substances of interest should be measured with the same
instrument, and the same adjustments, as the samples to be analyzed.
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Section 5: Eleclronic Circuitry

5.2 Transpector

5.1 About Section 5
This section describes the electronic circuitry of the Transpector and of its components.

The Transpector module contains allthe electronics required to drive the RGA sensor, digitize the
data, and communicate this data back to a host computer via RS232 or RS485. There are five
circuit boards in the Transpector unit: the power supply, CPU, amplifier, RF/DC generator, and
the mother board. The mother board contains the control bus, which connects the other four
boards to each other, as well as providing the RGA sensor contacts. (See individual card
description for details on each board.)

The Transpector input power requirement is 20 - 30 VDC @ 1.25 amps.

The Transpector unit has a molded plastic connector with a lwist lock mounting system which
provides the mechanical as well as the electricalconnections to lhe RGA sensor head.

All user interface connections are on the back panel. (See Section 2 for contact definitions.) The
configuration switch on the back panelallows the user to select a communication interface and
baud rate. Two green LEDs on the back panel display the status of the Transpector module. The
CPU LED when active (on) signifiesthatthe unit has powerand the CPU is running. lf a hardware
error occurs, this LED willflash an enor code to assist in diagnosing the problem. (See Section
8: Troubleshooting.) The status LED indicates lhat the emission is on and there are no errors.

WARNINGII

LINE VOLTAGE IS PRESENT ON THE PRIIIARY CIRCUITS OF THE
OPTIONAL 24VDC POWER SUPPLY AND DC VOLTAGE IS PRESENT
IN THE INSTRUMENT WHENEVER IT IS PLUGGED INTO A MAIN
POWER SOURCE. NEVER REIIOVE THE COVERS FROM THE
INSTRUITENT DURING NORMAL OPERATION. THERE ARE NO
OPERATOR SERVICEABLE ITEITS WITHIN THIS INSTRUMENT.

REIIOVAL OF THE TOP OR BOTTOII COVERS MUST BE DONE
ONLY BY A TECHNICALLY OUALIFIED PERSON.

IN ORDER TO COIIPLY WITH ACCEPTED SAFEW STANDARDS,
THE POWER SOURCE IIUST BE INSTALLED INTO A RACK OR
SVSTETI WHICH CONTAINS A MAINS SWITCH. THIS SWITCH
IIUST BREAK BOTH SIDES OF THE LINE WHEN IT IS OPEN AND IT
MUST NOT INTERFERE WITH THE SAFETY GROUND.
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5.3 CPU Card
The CPU card is the brain of the Transpector module. This card contains the firmware which
controls all functions of the Transpector as well as the communication interface and control
circuitry thal operates the other boards in the Transpector module.

The heart of the CPU card is an embedded 16 bit microcontroller which conlains an 8 channel
10 bil ADC, serial port and counters on chip.

A battery backed static RAM stores all operating and calibration parameters for the Transpector.

Analog signals remote input, total pressure, anode, emission and ambient box temperature are
conditioned and constantly monitored by the 10 bit ADC on the microcontroller.

The RS232 service link is handled through the serial port on the microcontroller, while the RS485
multidrop and measurement serial links are handled through a DUART. The RS485 drivers are
isolated from the system ground by opto-isolators.

The CPU card communicates measurement commands to and results from the amplifier card
through the second serial port on the DUART. The actual digital processing and calculated current
value is done on the amplifier card. This allows for parallel processing of Transpector lasks.

Eight 0 - 10V analog control signals are generated by a 16 bit DAC, 8 channel analog multiplexer,
and sample and hold circuitry. The control signals are set points for mass, resolution, lens,
emission, cathode, ion energy, and electron multiplier supplies.

Configuration swilches which are accessible at the back panel allow the user to select the baud,
RS485 address, and type of serial interface.

Analog and digital remote inputs, RF generator and MCP errors are monitored on a regular basis
by the microcontroller. Control signals for emission, MCP supply and rod polarity are generated
by the microcontroller. At power-up the CPU reads the mass range and sensortype from the RF
generator card.

Transpector Gas Analysis System 5-3
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5.4 Power Supply Card
The power supply card generates all the required voltages needed to operate the Transpector

electronics and RGA sensor family. There are two different cards: 911-142, used for the compact
(C) sensor line; and 911-172 which is used in conjunction with the high performance (HP) sensor
line. The two boards are identical except forthe high voltage section, which is described later. The
CPU reads the board l.D. to determine which board is present. The power supply is a switching
type that runs at approximately 45 kHz. The specified input is 20 - 30 VDC at approximately 24

watts. The input is isolated from system ground by the switching power transformer.

The following voltages are generated:

5V@1amp
+'t8V@500mamp
+15V/-15V @ 50ma
+212 @ 25ma
lsolated +5V @ 70 ma
1150v
50-500v
1kv - 3kv

Logic
RF/DC generator
Linear circuits
Emission, lens bias
RS485 drivers
MCP supplies (911-142)
MCP supplies
EM supply (911-172)

The input voltage is passed through a 2 amp fuse. A diode on the input prevents damage to the
electronics in case input polarity is accidentally reversed. The input voltage is then filtered and
preregulated to 1 I volts by a stepdown switching regulator. This preregulated voltage then is used
as the primary voltage on the switching transformer. The primary push-pull drive is generated by
a switching regulalor, synchronized to the preregulator and operated open loop.

The dc outputs of +18V,-18V, +10V (isolated 5V for RS485 drivers), +250V, and filament drive
input voltage are produced by the four secondaries of the power transformer along with full-wave
rectifiers and filtering circuits.

The +5 Vdc for the digital circuits is produced by a step-down switching regulator operating from
the+lSV.Linearcircuits get+15Vand-l5Vpowerfromlinearregulatorsoperatingfromthe+18V
and -18V, respectively. The isolated 5V supply operates the RS485 drivers on the CPU card, and
is generated from a linear regulator.

The +250V is regulated down to +212Ydc (anode) by a series-pass regulator. The +212Vde
current limited to approximately 30 milliamps. fhe +212 is active only when emission is turned on,
which is controlled by the EMIS CTL\ (emission control) signal from the CPU board. The +212
voltage is attenuated and buffered to the CPU board for monitoring purposes. The lens bias
voltage is generated by a regulator which also runs off the +212 and is controlled by the CPU card
via the LENS SPT (lens setpoint).

Transpector Gas Analysis System 5-5
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The emission regulator circuitry consists of filament drive, emission current control, and electron
energy circuitry. The f ilament drive is generated f rom a secondary on the power transformer which
is down regulated to approximately 2-3 volts (maximum 5V) by a switching regulator. The filament
switching regulator is controlled via an opto-coupler from emission control integrator. The input
to the emission control integrator is the difference between the actual emission current and the
emission set point, which is set by a current sink controlled by the CPU card via EMIS SPT
(emission setpoint). The electron energy is set by the bias transistor which has its base voltage
set bya high voltage regulatorcontrolled bythe CPU card viathe EENG SPT (-setpoint).
The bias transistor biases the filament drive circuitry to the set voltage while also providing the
return and sense path for the emission current.

The high voltages needed to run the compact sensor microchannel plate (MCP) and high
performance sensor (electron multiplier - EM) is generated by a DC-to-AC inverter module
operating from the +SVDC supply . The output is regulated by a series-pass regulalor which is
controlled bythe CPU card via the MCP SPTl signal. On the 911-142 assembly (compact power
supply card), the AC output is doubled bya multipliercircuit to provide an output voltage of minus
'l100Vdc. On the 911-172 assembly. (high performance power supply card) the output is
quadrupled by a multiplier circuil in orderlo obtain an output voltage of minus 1kV - 3kV. On the
911-142 assembly a second MCP voltage is generated by a regulator which runs off the minus
1 150Vdc and reduces the voltage down to minus 650 - 50 Vdc which is controlled by the CPU via
MCP2 setpoint.

5-6 Transpector Gas Analysis System
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5.6 Amplifier Card
The amplifier card measures the ion current from the quadrupole head, digitizes the results, and
transmits them backto CPU card. Thetotalpressure, remote analog and digital input, and relays
are also contained on this card.

The amplifier card is a smart card which contains an 8 bit embedded microcontroller,l2 bit ADC,
l/V and integrator circuitry, and a very low noise input amplifier.

The microcontroller communicates to the CPU via an RS232 serial link" The C PU tells the amplifier
microcontroller when to measure and at what dwell lime. The microcontroller then performs the
measurement.

There are two modes of measurement which are a current-to-voltage (l/V) mode and integrator
mode. For input currents lessthan 10 E-9 amps, the integrator mode is used, and for larger
currents the lA/ mode is used.

ln the integrator mode the microcontroller and the ADC measure the voltage change of the
integratoroutputovertime. The microcontrollercalculatesthecurrentfromthis information. When
the integrator outpul reaches its rail, the microcontroller resets it through lhe reset circuilry.

ln the l/V mode the microcontroller constantly measures and averages the output of the l/V
circuitry for the set dwell time. This average voltage is then converted to a current.

The total pressure circuitry consists of an l/V low noise input stage, followed by a dual gain stage.
The voltage output of the gain stage is fed directly back to the CPU card.

The remote analog input circuitry consists of a ditferential input stage which can handle differential
inputs of 10 volts and common mode voltages of 100V. The output of this stage is fed back to the
CPU card.

The remote digital inputs go through a buffer stage and are then fed to the CPU card.

The status and setpoint relays are conlrolled by the amplifier microcontroller under direction of
the CPU card. The slatus relay is active (closed) wheneverthe emission is on, the setpoint relays
are activaled according to the limits set in the table mode. (See Sections 6 and 7 - MasterQuad
and MQX sottware operation).
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Section I
Troubleshooting and Maintenance
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Sectron 8: Troubleshooting and Maintenance

8.1 About Section I
This section is designed to help you recognize and conect operational problems that could occur
with the Transpector system.

ln Section 8.2 you will find a list of symptoms and a conesponding list of possible eauses for lhe
failure.

Section 8.3 shows how to use the Transpector RS232 serial port to obtain status and diagnostic
inforrnation in a text format on the computer screen.

Section 8.4 describes vacuum bakeout requirements for contaminated sensors.

Section 8.5 conlains a list of field-replaceable spare parts lor quadrupole sensors.

Section 8.6 explains how lo replace the filament on a quadrupole sensor.

Section 8.7 explains how to remove and replace the ion source of a quadrupole sensor.

Section 8.8 describes the removal of an electron multiplier on lhe H100, H200 and H300 sensors.

Section 8.9 describes how lo replace the elec'tron multiplier on compact C100M sensors.

WARNING!!

HIOH YOLTAOE ENTTI IT{ llIE TRiNTIPECTOR UNIT.

DO TIOT OPERATE THE UT{IT wlTH tIDE COVER3 REMOI'ED.

Transpector Gas Analysis System 8-1
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8.2 Symptom Check List
NOTE: X These operations to be done by qualified service personnel only.

Y - Reset the Transpector by turning power off for 4 - 5 seconds.

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY

CPU LED does
not turn on

+24V external power supply Check input AC line voltage
to external power supply.

Check +24V input, verify
input between 20 - 30 volts.

Replace supply

Transpector internal fuse blown Replace fuse on Power
Supply card

X

CPU card failure Replace CPU card X

Power Supply card lailure Replace Power Supply card X

CPU LED flashes
1 flash

2llashes

3 flashes

4 f lashes

5 llashes

lnvalid interrupt, possible
CPU fauh

REset Transpector.

lf problem persists,
replace CPU card X

NM I (Non-maskable interrupt) Check +24V input voltage.
Verify input voltage
bEtween 20 -30V.

Power Supply card lailure Replace Power Supply card X

Unimplemented OPcode
CPU card lailure

Reset Transpector.

ll problem persists,
replace CPU card

Y

X

DUART lailed lo
initialize.

Reset Transpector.

lf ptoblem persists,
replace CPU card

Y

X

CPU card RAM
corrupted or bad.

Reset Transp6ctor.

lf problem persists,
replace CPU card

Y

X
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Section 8: Troubleshooting and Mainlenance

SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY

No communication
to HOST computer

EMISSION error

ANODE

Configuration of DIP
switches incorrect

Reler to Section 1

(lnstallation)

Baud rate incorrecl Check Baud rate selection
on both Transpector
and Computer.

Cable connections Make sure cables are
connected to proper
connectors. See Section 1

(lnstallation)

lncorrect COM port selected Select correct COM
port on computer
See Sections 6,7

Reset Transpector

Reset HOST computer

Computar lnterlacE card.
R3232 or RS485

Replace interface card
in computer.

Def ectivE sensor f ilament
open, shorted

Check sensor with OHM
meter. See Figs. 8.2, 8.3,
and 8.4 for pin-out information.

Replace sensor or lilament.

Power Supply card defective Replace power supply card X

lnsuflicient vacuum Verify pressure is lEss than
1E-4 torr

Sensor Operating
voltages incorrect

Verily correct settings
See Section 8.3, Service
Diagnostics for nominal
sansor settings.

Transpector not fully engaged
on sensor.

Make sure Transpector
unit is pushed all
the way on sensor.

Delective sensor,
anodE shorted

Check s€nsor with OHM
meter lor shorts. See Figs.
8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 lor
sensor pin-out diagram.

Fix or replace sensor.

. Power Supply card failure. Replace power supply card. X
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SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY

RF error

EMULT error

Temperature error

No speclra

Delective sensor, RF leads open
RF/DC card f ault

Fix or replace sensor.

Replace RF/DC card. X

Delective sensor, MCP
or EM shorted.

Check sensor with
Ohm meter. See Figs. 8.2,
8.3 and 8.4 lor sensor
pin-out diagram.

Fix or replace sansor.

Power Supply card Replace power supply card. X

Transpector internal ambient
temp > 75oC

Make sure unit is installed
properly, ambient temp <50oC

Verily that there are no heat
sourcss in local proximity.

CPU card malfunction Replace CPU card X

Emission is OFF Turn Emission ON

Degas is ON Turn Degas OFF

EM is ON, when operating
an FC sensor.

Turn EM OFF

Sensor output SIGNAL
contact missing or
damaged. (gold plated spring)

Replace or repair contact.
See SEction 1.

Contaminated sensor Degas, or service sensor
Replace sensor

Measurament card failure Replace Measurement card. X

Pressure too low lor FC Use EM detector

EM or MCP voltage to low lncrease voltage

Transpector not tully
engaged on s€nsor.

Mass calibration

Push TranspEctor unit
completely onto sensor.

Adjust MASS calibration.
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SYMPTOM CAUSE REMEDY

Poor sensitivity Sensor contaminated Degas ssnsor
Bake-out sensor
Service s€nsor

System pressure too low lncrease sample prsssu re,
if possible

Mass calibration (resolution) Adjust Mass Calibration,
increase peak width.

Sensor Operating parameters
set wrong.

Check settings of:
eleclron energy
ion energy
focus
emission cur16nt

See section 8.3 Service
diagnostics for nominal settings.

Measurement card delective
MCP or EM has low gain

Replace Measurement card X
Bake-out sensor
Replace sensor

Poor peak shape Ssnsor contaminated Degas s6nsor
Bake-out sensor
Service sensor

System prsssu16 too high Verify pressure less lhan 1E-4

Mass calibration required Perlorm Mass calibration

RF/DC card defective Replace RF/DC card

Power Supply card defective. Replace PowEr Supply card.

High noise level System grounding Verily that vacuum systom
is grounded,

Damaged signal input Replace Measurement card. X

Output spring contact on sensor
damaged or shorted

Fix or replace. See Section 1

Transpector not mounted
properly on sensor

Push Transpector allthe way
on to the s€nsor

MCP or EM defective Replace MCP or EM X
assembly or ssnsor

Scan speed too fast for
gain setting.

Reduce Scan speed
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Section 8: Troubieshooting and Marntenance

8.3 Service Diagnostics via RS232 Serial Port
To assist in servicing lhe Transpector unil, DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION was designed into the
Transpectorfirmware. Using a PC computeroranyothercomputer equipped with an RS232 serial
port and a terminal emulation program, service personnelcan obtain information about internal
operalions of the Transpector. This information may also be usef ul when calling Leybold lnficon's
Service Department with a problem.

The RS232 interface cable connections are shown in the figure below. This cable is available f rom
Leybold lnficon as part number 600-1001-P15 (1S'length) or 600-1001 -P30 (30' length). You can
also make your own cable by using the following drawing.
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Section 8: Troubieshoottng and lel3qxle 3-sg

ln order to configure the Transpector for the diagnostic mode follow the steps below:

1 . Set conf iguration switch I on the Transpector to the OFF position. The Transpector will now
communicate in an ASCII format over the RS232 serial port.

2. Set switch 6 and 7 on the Transpector as shown in Section 2 to obtain the same BAUD that
the terminal program is configured for. (e.9,. SW6 - OFF, SW7 - OFF = 9600 baud.)

NOTE: When switches 6 and 7 are changed, the Transpector must be RESET, since these
switches are only read on power up.

3. Verify terminal program is configured for the following:

. NO Parity

. I Data Bils

. 1 Stop BIT

4. Select the appropriate COMM channel on the computer.

When the Transpector receives an ASCII "?", status and diagnostic information is sent out lhe
RS232 serial link. This diagnostic mode can operate simultaneously with the RS4B5 link.
A typical Transpector slatus and diagnostic information display is shown below:

**** Transpector Ver 1.00, C+C Ver 1,00, Meas Rev 1.01 *****i** SENSOR **t*
Type = compact, Range = 100 AMU, DeEecLor =FClMCp, RF = L977332 Hz
Measuring 9.45 amu, delay = l_ mS, dweIl = 32 mS
Emission 2000 uA, f ocus 27 v, ion energry gooo mev, eLectron energ:y 102 ev
CEM/MCP front seE at 0 V, MCp back seE, at O V**** POSSIBLE PROBLEMS ****
* of warnings: anode = 0, em = O, emiss = O, rf l_ock = O

Anomaly ID:anode = 0, C+C = 0, emis = 0, tune = 0**** A to D ****
Temp - 3.022'I , 292. c, DEoA = 0.347 V, Emis = 2.0G1 V, Anode = 2.114 V
TPP hr.gh = a .L27 Y, TPP low = 4.995 V, RMT1 = 0.049 V, RMT2 = 0.000 V**** MISC ****
DIP switches = 6F, Relays in = 2, DUART resets = O, Task max = g4
i{ardware fD function = D080, error = 0, warning = Q

Meas RX = 1019232, Errors (1ine = O, fD : Q1, Retries = 0, Resets = 0
232 RX = L21A8, Errors (Iine = 0, protocol = O, ID = O), CTS = Q

485 RX = 324684, Errors (lrne = 0, protocol = O, ID = 91, Address = 1
Timeouts = 0, Length = 0, Checksum = O

tsaseli-ne added = 0.00e+00, measured = I .24e-14

N0TE: Reference Figure 8.7 for your RS485 interface cable connections.
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A brief description of the diagnostic information follows:

Line 1 - Current version level of the CONTROL CARD and MEASUREMENT CARD firmware.

SENSOR GROUP - Sensor related information
WPE - Compact or High Performance
RANGE- Mass range, 100,200, or 300
DETECTOR - FCIMCP (compact) or

FCICEM (High Performance)
RF - RF measured frequency,

100 AMU - 2.00 MHz nominal
200 AMU - 1.60 MHz nominal
300 AMU - 1.50 MHz nominal

MEASURING - Mass that is currently being measured
DELAY - Delay after control voltages are set
DWELL - Measurement time
EMISSION - Current emission current set point

50 - '15000 ua
2000 ua nominal (2 ma)

FOCUS - Current focus voltage set point
0-100v
27 nominal

ION ENERGY - Current ion energy set point
COMPACT 8V nominal
HIGH Pedormance 10V nominal

ELECTRON ENERGY - Current electron energy set point.
102 volts nominal

CEM/MCP - Current voltage on Electron Multiplier
or front side of MCP if sensor is COMPACT type.

CEM - 1000 - 3000 (High Performance)
MCP - 1150 (Compact)

MCP - Current voltage on back ol MCp
50 - 650 (Compact)

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS - Warnings and error codes
# of warnings - each of these wamings are accumulated in a counler and displayed.
The count is only reset when the Transpector is reset (powered down and back up)

ANODE - Anode voltage is too low or too high
EM - Electron Multiplier error
EMIS - Emission regulator unable to achieve emission
RF LocK - Measured RF Frequency out of spec, or failure to achieve

set RF amplitude value
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ANOMALY lD - These one byte codes help to identify the cause of the warnings,
when a bit is set the condition has been observed.

ANODE - bit 7 - voltage to low
bit 6 - vollage to high
bits 5-0 reserved (0)

C&C: - ConlrolCard
bits 7-6 reserved (0)
bit 5 - D/A lest failed
bit 4 - RAM battery low
bit 3 - corrupt RAM data base
bit2-DuartFail
bit 1 - Last power down fail
bit0-reserved(0)

TUNE: - Calibration
bit 7 - Lower RF DAC limit exceeded
bit 6 - Upper RF DAC limit exceeded
bit 5 - Lower DC DAC limit exceeded
bit 4 - Upper DC DAC limit exceeded
bits 3-0 reserved (0)

EMISSION: bit 7 - low emission control integrator
(vottage less than 0.5 volts)

bit 6 - high emission control integrator
. (voltage greater than 3.0 volts)

bit 5 - coH starl fail
bit 4 - warm start fail
bits 3-0 reserve (0)

AtoD Group - Analog signals measured by the conlrol card
TEMP - lnlernal ambient temperature of box in oC.

Maximum allowable 750C.
DtoA - Resolution set point voltage /2
EMIS - Emission control integrator output.

Allowable limits: 0.5 minimum
3.0 maximum

ANODE - Anode voltage /10O
Allowable limits: 202 minimum

220 maximum
TPP high - HIGH Total pressure amplifier outpul
TPP low - LOW Total pressure amplifier output

RMT1 - Remote analog input 1

RMT2 - Remote analog input 2
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MISC GROUP:
This group displays the read value of the configu'
ration switches, Remote l/O inputs, and diagnostic
information on each of the three serial ports.
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8.4 Bakeout of Quadrupole Sensor
lf the symptoms in Section 8.2 suggest that the sensor is contaminated, try first to restore normal
performance by baking lhe sensor under a high vacuum of at least 1x10'5 torr for several hours
orpreferablyovernight. Thefollowing isatable representing the maximum bakeouttemperatures.

While Operating With Electronics
Removed

High Peiormance

Faraday Cup Sensors 250oC * 350oC

Electron Multiplier/ FC Mode 250oC
Faraday Cup Combination EM Mode 100oC '400oC

Compact

Faraday Cup 1OO"C 2OO"C

Electron Mulliplier/
Faraday Cup Combination 100oC 200"C

NOTEI 'When heating the sensorabove 250oC, the electronics unit and the signal contact (lPN

904-048) must be removed from the sensor.

lnficon offers several heating jackets to help in baking a sensor. These jackets are sized for the
appropriate sensor in use.

High Pertormance Sensor Compact Sensor

Faraday Cup Sensor Heating Jacket - IPN 900-065-P2 FC-FC/MCP - IPN 9'12-322-P3 117VAC
Electron Multiplier Heating Jacket - IPN 900-066-P2 - IPN 912-323-P3 220 VAC

lf an IPC-2 Pressure Converter system is used, a heating jacket system can be purchased. lt
includes the sensor heater, an IPC-2 heater and an insulator for lhe tee.

IPC-2 Heating Jacket system lor the FC - IPN 900-003-G1
IPC-2 Heating Jacket system for the EM - IPN 900-003-G2

lf baking the sensor doesn't increase the sensor performance, it may be necessary to perform the
service operations listed on the lollowing pages.
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WARNINGII
PRECAUTIONS MUST BE USED WHEN PERFORMING ANY SERVICE OPERATIONS ON

THE SENSOR. THEY ARE:

1, PERFORM ANY SERVICING IN A CLEAN AREA.
2. WEAR CLEAN NYLON, LINT FREE LAB GLOVES OR FINGER COTS
3. AVOID TOUCHING ANY PART OF THE SENSOR WITH UNPROTECTED FINGERS
4. USE CLEAN TOOLS FOR SENSOR DISASSEMBLY (AND ASSEMSLY)

lf the routine procedures oullined above do not solve the problem, contact the appropriate Leybold
lnficon Service Department. ln the U.S. (East coast) at (31 5) 434-1 167; or (West coast), San Jose
(408) 436-2828 Outside the U.S., contact your lnficon sales and service represenlative. They will
make arrangements to have the sensor returned for refurbishment.
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8.5 Sensor Spare Parts List

8.5.1 Hl00, H200 Models & H300

Part Number

019-071-G1
019-070-G1
073-054
073-059
912-401-G1

019-132-Pl
o19-',t32-P2
019-132-P3
019-132-P4
01 9-1 32-P5
01 9-1 32-P6

019-172-P1
o'19-172-P2
019-172-P3
019-172-P4
01 9-1 72-P5
019-172-P6
019-172-P7

600-1008-P15
600-1 008-P30
600-1001-P15
600-1 001 -P30
911-040-G15
911-040-G30

91 1-041-Pl
91 1-042-P1

Description

lon source assembly kit
Filament kit
Lead wire (high performance only)
Filament lead wire (high perform. only)
Center contact (high performance only)
Electron Multiplier (Channeltron)

Qty used
per s€nsor

1

1

approx.4'
approx.2'

1

1

FC Sensor Only (H100F, H200R

Ei,UFC Sensor Only (H100M, H200M)

6.7'Lead ceramics
6.0" t' t'

5.9" tt ,

5.9" t' "
1.9" tt u

1.5n t t'

10.0'Lead ceramics
9.4' " "
9.3 " t'

9,2' ' t'

5.0' t' t'

4.9" tt 4

2.6t " r'

Power Supply Cable - 15 ft.
Power Supply Cable - 30 fl.
RS232 Cable - 15 tt.
RS232 Cable - 30 ft.
RS485 Cable Kit - 15 ft.
RS485 Cable Kit - 30 tt.

Terminator Plug
RS485 Card

Descriptlon

lon source assembly kit
Filament kit
Electron Multiplier (Channeltron)

2
1

1

1

1

2

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

8.5.2 Cl00F & C200M Models

Part Number

019-071-G1
019-070-G1
019-078-P1

Oty used
per sensor

1

1

1
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8.6 Filament Replacement
(for all RGA source sensors)
A filament replacemenl kit {lPN 019-070-G1) can be purchased. This kit contains a new filament
assembly mounted on a shipping fixture and a small Allen wrench. Perform the following steps to
replace the filament:

CAUTION: The filament can't be cleaned. The filanent, which is thoria-coated iidiun, will be

damaged if cleaned with cleariing so/ufions sucfi as acetone.

1. Loosen the Alten screws in the barrelconnectors which hold the two filament leads in place.

CAUTION: Make sureto hold thebarrelconnectorswith needle-nosed pliers sothatthefilament
post doesn't move.

2. Remove the two filament leads from the barrel connectors.

3. Loosen the other Allen screws in the barrelconnectors and remove the barrelconnectors from
the old filament assembly.

4. Remove the three pan head screws which are holding the old filament assembly onto the three
posts.

5. Carefully remove the filament assembly.

6. Remove the three screws which are holding the new filament assembly onto the shipping
fixture.

7. Carefully remove the new filament assembly from its fixture and place it on the ion source
posts.

CAUTION: The new filament assenbly must be carelully placed onto the ion source. Any

excessiya hoizontal movement will ause ilp frlanent to hit the ion cage and cause damage.

8. Replace the three filament assembly screws without moving the filament in the horizontal
direction.

9. Replace the barrel connectors onto the filament post and tighten.

10. Replace the filament leads into the barrel connectors and tighten.

1 1 . Using an ohmmeter, check lhat the filament is not shorted to ground or to any of these lenses
and that the two filament leads show a filament resistance of approximately .5 ohms at the
barrel conneclors (approx. 1.0 ohms at the feedlhrough). (See Figures 8.2 and 8.3 for pin-
outs.)
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8.7 lon Source Removal
The following sleps should be performed lo remove the ion source:

1. Remove all electrical leads form the ion source assembly loosening the Allen screws in the
lilament barrel connectors and the screws in the lead connectors.

Pull the electrical leads away from the sensor.

Remove the four hex head screws (#2-56) around the bottom of the ion source assembly.
They hold the ion source onlo the quadrupole assernbly.

4. The ion source can now be removed by lifting it otf the quadrupole assembly. A new ion source
assembly (lPN 019-071-Gl) can now be installed by reversing lhe above steps.

2.

3.
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8.8 Replacing the Electron Multiplier
(H1ooM, H2o0M, H3ooM)

CAUTI0N: The electron multiplier can't be cleand. ll excessive degradation of the EM is noted,
it should be replaced. Unlex yw are familiar with electron multipliers, send the sensor to the
Leybold lnfrcon Seruice Depaftment lor replacement.

Figure 8.4 is an assembly drawing of lhe electron multiplier assembly.

The following steps should be performed for replacing the EM: (Refer to Figures 8.4 and 8.5.)

NOTE: A spot welder will be needed to replace the EM.

1 . Disconnect all the eleclrical leads from the ion source as described in Section 8.7 lon Source
Removal. Also disconnect the RF leads (the shorter leads) by unscrewing lhem from lhe rods
or (in older version sensors) by breaking the spot weld.

2. Remove the ion source, quadrupole assembly and EM housing in one piece by removing the
three #4-40 Phillips head screws from the bottom of the sensor.

3. Carefully break lhe spot weld on the higlr voitage electrical lead (ltem #19 on Figure 8.4) to
the EM ceramic houslng. This lead is spot welded to a screw near the top of the EM.

4. Flernove tha two #2-56 AlNen head screws (ttem #16) holding the HM to the base.

5. l-oosen the Allen head screw that connects the signal lead from the EM to the signal lead
feedthrough. This screw is in a barrel connector (ltem #17) located in the base, underneath
the EÄI. ll ean be loosened by putting the Allen head wrench into the hole in the EM base.

Carefully lift the EM off lhe base, over the electrical lead.

Remove the barrel connector from the old EM and attach it to the new EM noting the space
position and the orientation.

8. lnstallthe new EM by placing it back on the base wilh the electrical lead going through the
appropriate hole and lhe signal lead going into the banel connector.

9. Tighten the Allen screw in lhe barrel connector

10. Replace the two Allen screws and carefully spot weld the electrical lead back onto the top
screws.

11. Use an ohmmeter lo check for any shorls and good connections.

12. Replace the sensor and electrical leads using the reverse procedure from above.

6.

7.
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8,9 Replacing the Electron Multiplier (Cl00M)

CAUTION: The etectron multiplier can't be cleaned. lf excessive degradation ol the EM is
noted, it should be replaced. Unless you are familiar with electron multipliers, send the sensor to
the Leybold lnlicon Seruice Depaftnent lor replacenent.

Figure 8.6 is an assembly drawing of the electron multiplier version of the compact sensor. Refer
to this drawing for the steps to be performed in replacing the electron multiplier assembly. Before
going any further, put the black plastic pin protector/straightener (which came with the sensor)
on the feedlhrough.

1 . Disconnecl the two filament leads from from the ion source by loosening the #1 -12 X .125'
long set screws using a .035 inch allen wrench. lt is nol necessary to remove the screws
comoletely.

2. Dlsconnect the three remaining leads from the ion sortrce by lcosening the three #O-BO X
.188 long pan head set screws with a jeweler's flat blade screwdriver. lt is not necessary to
remove the screws completely.

3. Disconnect the two RF leads from the mass filter assembly by removing the two #0-gO X
" 1 25' long socket head cap screws with a .050' allen wrench. Do not lose the two #0 split lock
washers" lf the hex posts havo started lo loosen, retighten thcm now.

4. Remove the three #2-26 X .188' long pan head screws that fasten the sensor assembly to
the feedthrough flange. Gently pullthe ion source and RF leads backf rom the sensor; do not
use excessive force or you will break the ceramic insulator tubes. Garefully litt the sensor
assemblyout of the feedthrough flange. Do not pullwith excessive force. lf the sensor seems
to be sticking, one (or rnore) of the lead wires is probably hung up on the sensor. Gently pull
the otfending lead back and continue to remove the sensor.

5. Remove the two #0-80 X .188' long socket head set screws from the bottom of the electron
multiplier assembly. Do not lose the two #0 split lock washers. Remove the electron multiplier
assembly from the sensor and lay the multiplier aside.

6. Remove the new electron multiplier assembly from its protective bag. Orient the multiplier
assembly according to Figure 8.6 and insert it into lhe bottom of the sensor assembly. lnstall
the two #0-80 X .188' long socket head set screws along wilh their lock washers. Tighten the
screws until all slack is removed from the lock washers. When properly oriented, the
multiplier bottom plate should be fairly wellcentered on the outer shield. lf the multiptier is
otf to one side, it is probably installed 1800 out of alignment.
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7. Note the alignment pin on one of the sensor assembly mounting labs. Position the sensor so
that it lines up properly above the feedthrough f lange. Gently lowerlhe sensor into the flange.
Pull back gently on the leads if lhey get in the way. Rotate the sensor slighlly until the
alignmenl pin drops into the smooth sided hole (not one of the tapped holes). Gently push
down on the sensor unlil it seats itself into the flange. lnstall the three #2-56 X .'188" long pan
head screws; do not over-tighten the screws.

8. Place a lock washer on each of the two #0-80 X .125' long socket head cap screws. lnsert
the screws through the tabs on the RF leads in into the holes in the hex posts. Tighten the
screws untilthe slack is removed in the lock washers.

9. lnsert the three leads into their respective positions in the ion source. lf the leads do not want
to go all the way into lhe terminal pests, loosen the #0-80 X .188' long pan head screws
slightly. When the leads are fully inserled (the the ceramic tubes should be flush against the
mass filter housing), tighten the lhree screws.

1 0. lnsert the two f ilarnent leads lnto the banel connectors at the lop of lhe ion source. lf the leads
da not go in allthe way, loosen the two set screws a bit. When the cerarnic tubes are flush
with the mass filter housing, tighlen the two set screws.

1 1 . Before reinstalling the sensor on your vacuum chamber, it is a good idea to check for proper
electrical continuity. Refer to Figure 8.2 for the pin-out diagram. The resistance belween the
two filament pins should be much less lhan 1 Ohnn. The resistance belween either filament
pin and any of the other pins should be grater than 20 MOhm, The reeistance between any
of lhe other ion source pins, the two RF pins, or äither of the two multiplier high voltage pins,
and ground should also exceed 20 MOhm. The resistance between the two RF pins should
also exceed 20 MOhm. lf you have an ohmmeter that can accurately read in the 100 MOhm
range (most hand-held units can't), you can use it to check for the resistance be tween the
two multiplier high voltage pins. The reading should be in the range of 30 to 60 MOhms. lf it
is much greater than this, the high voitage connections to lhe bottom of the multiplier
assembly are probably at fault. Disassemble the sensor and check to see if the multiplier
assembly is misaligned by 180o.
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Figure 8.2 Vlew of G100F/t\4 Sensor Flange
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